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FOUR COUNTY YOUTHS DIE IN ACCIDENT
Left Side Ripped From Car,
Three Are Killed Instantly
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Three young boys were killed Coroner Max Churchill.
cident the boys were found lying
Whited, son of Mrs. Geraldine beside the road near the Peninstantly and another died seven
the
at
unconscious
nington driveway, according to
hours later after a one car ac- Blankenship,
was taken to the Murraycident on State Highway 94, about scene,
state trooper. The two left
Hospital by a the
eight or nine miles east of Calloway County
doors of the car were torn from
Home
Funeral
Murray yesterday about 5:30 J.H. Churchill
the car during the collision.
ambulance, where he underwent
p.m.
Mrs. Dunn,mother of two of the
shortly
expired
but
surgery,
Dead at the scene werefatally injured boys told Trooper
room.
his
to
taken
-William Len (Tiny) Dunn, after being
Barnett that she, her husband,
Reports are he suffered extensive
Dexter Route One, age 14.
and William and Alan, were at
given
was
and
injuries
internal
—Alan Wayne Dunn, Dexter
the Faxon Elementary School
numerous blood transfusions
Route One, age 10
caneptst.::, 'their • •tal'Aes as
at 12:45 a.m.
—Bobby Joe Causey, Murray before he expired
custodians of the school for the
_
today.
Route Four, age 17.
day. She said Causey and Whited
The youths were traveling in a
Expiring seven hours later
by the school and the two
came
1957 mauve four door hardtop
Was:
boys asked to ride home
Dunn
on Highway
—Ricky Lane Whited, Murray and were going east
with them. Whited had visited in
apparently
driver
the
when
94
Route Three, age 17.
quite frequently,
road, the Dunn home
Kentucky State Trooper James lost control, leaving the
trooper.
the
told
she
and struck the
Barnett said the accident oc- turned sideways,
the The mother, Mrs. Dunn, said
curred about 5:30 p.m. in front of three small stone pillars in
the Clinton Pennington home on front yard of the Pennington she left in their family truck and
home, according to Trooper stopped at Carraway's Market at
Highway 94.
the intersection of Highway 94
The two Dunn brothers, sons of Barnett.
As the left side of the car hit the and the Faxon School Road, and
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dunn, and
Causey, the apparent driver of stone pillars, apparently all four the Causey car passed her at this
car, son of Mr.;and Mrs.0. T. of the boys were thrown from the time with the boys in the car. The
the
Whited, died seven hours later at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The four
DEATH('AR —Four local youths died from injuries received when this car went
were pronounced dead at car, and it is assumed the car fatal accident occurred about two
Causey
deaths brings the total of traffic fatalities in Calloway County so far this year to
ibelyy miles east of the Market.
thsposath
:
undyoaund
irtothe
out 1 control and struck three small stone pillars in the yard of a home on High% a
the scene by Calloway County
nine
ran ovherted
or ha
Trooper Barnett said Mrs.
44 East Three of the young boys, William Len Dunn, 14, Alan Wayne Dunn. 10, and
Staff Photo By David Hill
were in the area. After the ac- Dunn in the truck, and Mr. Dunn
Robb% Joe Coney, 17, died instantly in the crash and the fourth youth, Ricky Lane
in his school bus he drives each
day, proceded to their home and
CCHS Speech
came upon the wreck about five
minutes after it had occurred.
Trooper Barnett was called and
Team Attends
The United Campus Ministry arrived at the scene about ten
Entries for the Christmas Luncheon this Wednesday will be minutes after it occurred
Decoration contest, in keeping with the traditional The accident occurred on a
Home
eekend Meet
sponsored by the Garden Christmas theme.
slight curve and an upgrade in
Department of the Murray As has been customary for the the road. The scene of the fetal
The Calloway county
until luncheon prior to Christmas, a collision was also near the
School Speech Team took third Woman's Club, will be taken
The derndest thing we have
Deward's Chapel Church. The
place in the Union County High four p.m. on Friday. December student will give selected
dramatic readings. The student car was towed away by the
seen lately is the car wash that
would buy fewer French francs, School Speech Tournament 17.
meetings
little
summit
is
Nixon
By HELEN THOMAS
Frank .Rxa bas put in on
'Garden Department members this year is William Kraus, a McCiard Wrecker Service.
West German marks, Japanese Saturday, December 11th.
DO
HEROISIVIO, having before going to Peking yen and other currencies or Sandra Hargrove won first said the judging will be on the speech major from Valley
Chestnut Street right across the
ANGRA
Double funeral services for the
Street from Jiggs Lassiter's auto Azores (UPI)—President Nixon and Moscow next year, "agreed world markets.
Dunn brothers will be held
What would place trophy in Prose, Doris basis of originality, design, and Station.
a
work
to
prompt
toward
place.
and President Georges Pompimake imported goods more Turner was awarded second proportion. Categories will be The public is invited to the Wednesday at two p.m. at the
dou of France
announced realignment of exchange rates expensive in the United States place trophy in Hurnerous In- door, window, outd000r
tree, luncheon to be held at 12:30 at the chapel of the Max Churchill
It is all automatic and is about agreement today on plans for through a devaluation of the and U.S. exports cheaper on terpretation and Darrell Gibson whole yard, and children's United Campus Ministry, 202 Funeral Home with Sister
the workingest thing around.
devaluation of the American dollar and revaluation of some foreign markets.
North Fifteeth Street.
Marilyn Williams and Rev.
won third place in Storytelling. Christmas.
;.` _
dollar as one means of solving other currencies- in coopera- The objective of devaluation Calloway County High received
The judging will be on This will be the last luncheon of William McKinney officiating.
Big nylon brushes, more like the international monetary cri- tion with other nations
Burial will be in the Jeffrey
the chronic thirty superior and thirty-nine December 17, 18, and 19 from six the semester. The next luncheon
The statement said at anoth- would be to ease
nylon mops do the job with hot sis.
of payments excellent ratings in competition. to nine p.m. For details call 753- will be Wednesday, January 26. Cemetery near' the Dunn home
balance
U.S.
point:
er
For information call 753-3531.
sudsy water. As the thing runs, A joint communique issued
with the arrangements by the
Those students receiving 4769, 753-1220, or 753-3851.
deficit.
the mop like brushes spin so that following 10 hours of talks "President Nixon underscored
Max Churchill Funeral Home
superior ratings were Stacy
Twelve)
Page
on
(Continued
only the nylon touches the car. between the two leaders did not the contribution that vigorous
w here friends may call.
Armstrong,
Adams, Andy
the
by
United
implementation
Program
The automobile is taken through specify how the dollar devaluaWilliam Len had attended his
Darrell Gibson, David Hall,:Special Christmas
the car wash I which you enter tion might be carried out or by States to restore domestic-wage MHS Students
classes as a freshman at
Sandra Hargrove, Warren
from the north end ) on a con- how much it would be devalued. stability and productivity would
. .
Calloway County High School on
Hopkins, Katie Kemp, Sherry
Music Department On Sunday
veyor type track. You put your It also spoke of undefined make toward international equind y
He celebrated his
Mitchell, Doris Turner, and The
Participate
the
of
defense
the
librium
and
car in neutral and the thing takes "revaluation of some other
fourteenth birthday just last
Randy Williams.
and two-piece ensembles, the
new dollar exchange rate."
By Annie Knight
currencies."
over from there.
Calloway had team members
The Music Department of the women of the chorus entered the (Continued on Page Twelve)
The key part of the commu- Neither the communique n for
qualifying
in
categories
all
In DE Shop
Woman's Club presented room from the rear singing "We
The car enters a spray of hot nique stated that Nixon and statements by the two pisthe final power-match round. To Murray
program of Christ- Wish You A Merry Christmas" to '
delightful
a
water, one of the nylon mops Pompidou, in the second of five idents after the meeting told
qualify a student had to be in the
how a U.S. devaluation would Three Murray High School
mas music on Sunday, December take their respective positions at
spins and washes the windows on
one-third of all events.
top
be carried out. The principal 'juniors were among students who
at three p.m. at the club the front of the room.
one side and another one on down
Calloway had twenty-five 12,
U.S. trading partners have been ,gave demonstrations during a
house.
the line catches the other winstudents entered in competition
urging a devaluation, through two-day distributive education
This annual event was well an ensemble proved highly endows. A hugh round mop in the
Saturday. Twelve schools paran
$35
the
ounce
in
State
increase
an
Murray
at
attended by people of all ages, tertaining as several versions of
workshop
center gets the front grill and
ticipated in the tournrnent.
price of gold set by the United University Friday apd Saturday,
and the entire club house was "Jingle Bells" were sung in
works around the car to the back
Speech and Debate coach
States in 1933.
decorated in the different languages.
Dec. 10-11.
and another one catches the IF
Larry England will enter the beautifully
Congress would have to They are Vicky Brandon,
spirit.
Included in the program were I
other side Two more get the
team in the Louisville In- Christmas
approve any change in the gold Marilyn Doran and Roger Reed.
Prior to the beginning of the two solos: A violin number titled
Russell A. Goodwin, Decatur,
rocker panels. Two long brushes
on
tournament
vitational
price. In Washington, Chairman Each of them made a presenprogram, Mrs. Bethel Richard- By the Cradle played by Mrs. 111., has announced plans to build
about four feet long scrub the
January 15th.
Wilbur D. Mills of the House tation of a leadership event held
son, president of the club, made Donald Story, and a vocal a commercial recreation boat
tires. The car then enters a thing
Ways and Means Committee during regional and state conintroductory remarks concerning number, "I Wonder As I Wan- dock on Kentucky Lake near
with long vibrating streamers
the work of the Music Depart- der" by Mrs. Robert E. Johnson. Anderson Creek in Calloway
of the Distributive
The 1971 Murray High School made that point but withheld ferences
hanging down which takes care
ment and presented Mrs. James Twice during the afternoon the County.
football team was honored at the immediate comment on the Education Clubs of America
of the car top.
Carlin who was the commentator chorus requested that the
(DECA).
annual banquet Monday night at Azores announcement.
Anderson Creek is near the
The car is then rinsed and Holiday Inn. Principal Eli By devaluation, the dollar
audience join them in singing. Ledbetter Church, just south of
for the program.
Miss Brandon presented a
waxed. The last thing is two huge Alexander was master of
Lovely in floor length dresses The songs sung together were Kenlake State Park.
visual display of Christmas The intersection of South 16th
blowers blow all the water off the ceremonies.
"White Christmas" and "Joy To Goodwin has applied for a
candles focused on a theme of Street and Kirkwood Drive was
car. Each of the blowers is
the World".
"To Mom, With Love." Miss the scene of a two car collision at
Superintendent Fred Schultz
Department of the Army permit
powered by a 40 horsepower gave the invocation.
gift 3:11 p.m. on Monday, according Choir At Hazel
Considered by most as the pursuant to Section 10 of the
demonstrated
Doran
not
is
water
motor each. What
highlight of the afternoon's River and Harbor Act of 1899.
M. Sparks,
Dr. Harry
wrapping and wrapping for to the report filed by the inblown off is wiped off by two men President of Murray State
program was a delightful and The new site will consist of
Two thefts from cars were mailing, and Reed gave a vestigating officers of the Plans Program
with towels at the end of the line. University, spoke to the group of
amusing number performed by construction of a 50-foot wide
reported to the Murray Police recitation of the DECA Creed. Murray Police Department. No
Designed primarily for new injuries were listed on the
players, parents and coaches.
Department on Monday.
The choir of the Hazel Baptist an ensemble composed of Mrs. concrete boat slip with a top
Really an amazing Ming and a
Awards were presented by the
high school teachers in the field report..
Richard
Hazel
Watkins
of
will present the Christ- Max Brandon, Mrs. Rob Ray, elevation of 363 which is four feet
Church
marvel of engineering. The rinse coaches to the following:
of distributive education, the Cars involved were a 1969 mas cantata, "The Prince of Mrs. Glenn Doran, Mrs. 0. B. above the normal summer pool
Route
said
black
Two
his
billfold
water goes off to the sewer line
included Chevrolet two door hardtop Peace" by J. T. Adams on Boone, and Mrs. Wayne Keller. elevation
also
Best Defensive Back, Porter containing $62.00 in cash, driver's workshop
of 359.0, and exi Continued on Page Twelveii.
McCuiston by Coach I3ob Toon; license, and insurance papers demonstrations by students from driven by Joe Bill Fridy of Sunday evening, December 19, at These ladies donned aprons and cavation of approximately 2,006
other apparel indicative of a cook cubic yards of material for a
Best Blocker, Line, Adam was stolen from his car in the South Marshall High School.
Murray Route Seven, and a 1965 six p.m.
harming by Coach Jerry Shelton; parking lot of the First Baptist Distributive education Volkswagen two door hardtop
Gene 0. Miller is the director of to sing a light lyrical called docking channel.
Best Defense, Line, Chris Church, according to the report teachers who directed the driven by Frederick G. Lieb of the choir and Mrs. Mark Lassiter
The channel will be 100 feet
Continued on Page Twelves
Clopton by Coach John Hina;
made to the Police at 3:10 p.m. Murray High students in the Hardinsburg
wide and have a bottom elevation
is the accompanist.
Best Blocker, Back, Mike Ryan
A stereo tape player and one demonstrations are Robert Police said Fridy, going east on
of 344. The /ciaterial excavated
This timely cantata emConsiderable cloudiness by Coach Dub Russell;
tape valued at $80.00 were stolen Newcomb and Heron B West. Kirkwood, pulled out on South phasizing peace on earth will
from the docking channel will be
through Wednesday with ocSenior Excellence Award, from a 1969 Ford Galaxie parked Dr. Alberta Chapman, professor 16th Street, and collided with the feature special parts sung by
used to construct a breakwater
casional rain and a few thun- Monty Cathey by Coach Dub in the parking lot of Franklin Hall of business education at Murray lieb car going south on South Mrs. Wally Taylor, Mrs. Kim
with a top elevation of 362.5.
dershowers. Warmer in Ken- Russell.
at Murray State University, State, served as the workshop 16th Street.
Sloan, Mrs. Tommy Hart, Mrs.
The Kentucky Water Pollution
tucky today and tonight and a
Co-Captains Bruce Scott and according to the owner, Richard coordinator
Damage to the Chevrolet was John White, and Miss Debbie The Business and Professional Control Commission has certified
temperatures
little change in
Mike Ryan presented Dr. Sparks Stafford of Hart Hall Dormitory
Featured speakers were Gary on the left front and to the Miller. Narrator is B. R. Win- Women's Club will hold its there is reasonable assurance the
Wednesday. Highs today mostly a country ham.
Stafford told police the theft Pozsik, director of member Volkswagen on the right front chester.
regular meeting at the Com- construction and operation of the
in the upper 50s. Lows tonight
Coach Holland presented gold occurred between six p.m. services of national DECA
The public is invited to wor- munity Room pf the Murray boat dock will not violate apWedHighs
nks.
mid to upper
footballs to the All Conference December 12 and 9:30 p.m. headquarters, Falls Church, Va.;
sship with the choir through this Federal and Savings Loan on plicable water quality standards.
nesday upper 50s to 60s.
Team members as selected by December 13, according to the and Robert Talbott, state DECA
special music. The choir joins Friday, December 17, at seven The Army Corps of Engineers
EXTENDED OUTLOOK.
the coaches of the conference. report filed with the police at 9:51 advisor and assistant director for
requests any objections to the
with the composer of this cantata pm.
outlook
weather
Extended
Porter Mc- p.m.
distributive education in the
They included:
to say, "All the effort that has Mrs. Marshall Jones, wife of a proposed boat dock to be sent to
Thursday through Saturday:
division of vocational educatiOn
Cuiston, Monty Cathey, Mike
gone into this Christm s tribute retired U. S. Ambassador will be them in writing on or before Jan.
Chance of rain Thursday and Ryan, Chris (lopton, and Adarri
HOSPITALIZED
of the Kentucky Department of
itt'73!. The address is
woe-)the special guest Members are
to the Christ Child will
cloudy
partly
becoming
Friday
Mrs. Rieh Washburn, torrotrely FAucation.
harming.
guests to the Department of the Army, Nashbring
to
person,
urged
one
just
if
thwhile
in
little change
on Saturday
Miss Sandra Judge of FayetBars were given to all the old of Murray, is a patient in Room
—ein ville
District, Corps of
through this =Sic,'L4 drawn -a--meeting ancTio note Ow ching
temperatures. Highs in the mid lettermen and sweaters have 207 of the Harrison County teville,N,Y., a senior diatributiee
little nearer to our blessed meeting date. Each one is to Engineers, P.O. Box 1070, Nash308
upper
in
Lows
50s
upper
and
She education major at Murray State,
been ordered for the new let- Hospital, ('orydon, Ind
ville, Tenn. 37202.
bring a fifty cent gift
Savior, the Prince of Peace."
and low 40s
sustained a broken leg on Friday. was an enrollee in the workshop.
termen

)een64--leard
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COLONEL I AN LOR L. DAVIDSON

=RStern EDITOR/
IdesuldriblemligaimaNIIINA

Dear Editor'
Two impressive statistics
prompt this letter.
The first is the figure of $63
million, which The Advertising
Council estimates as the value of
public service advertising contributed by the media to the
Savings Bonds campaign last
year.
The second is the figure of $.54
billion, which represents current
total holdings by the public in
U.S. Savings Bonds.
Both figures represent new
records—and by being a key part
of Record No. 1, the nation's
newspapers contributed to the
achievement of Record No. 2.
And here we come to the real
subject of this letter, which is to
thank you for the
generous
support the Ledger and Times
has given the Bond program over
the years. As you may know, 1e71
marks the 30th anniversary of
our program, and the cooperation
of the newspaper industry' has
played a major role in its success....a success, incidentally,
which should be measured in
terms of service to the public
rather than in the mere
achievement of statistical
records as cited above.
'We hope that sae rudife'oittarue
to merit your assistance—and in
this connection, wish to call to
your attention the new series of
public service ads for 1972
created for us as a volunteer
service of the Leo Burnett
Company. The ads continue the
effective "Take Stock in
America" theme, and we believe
you will find them both informative and persuasive. We
hope you will be able to carry
them early and often, as space
permits, throughout 1972.
Thank you again for your
generous support.
Sincerely,

FRANKFORT, Ky. —In the professional advice of the
waning days of 1971, we hope the "draft" board, we would now like
credibility gap between "draft" to focus on the case of a
boards and registrants has been registrant who had an RSN below
bridged.
the national cutoff of 125. It is
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
A sincere effort has been made more difficult to explain some of
is the intelprity of its Newspaper
by the -draft" boards to ad- the ramifications of the game of
vertise their year-end message "high-low" to a person who drew
TUESDAY—DECEMBER 14, 1971
which urges abandoning of a low "lottery" number in the
deferments for 1-A, provided 1970 drawing.
registrants have a Random Gilbert (Gill was born on June
Sequence Number (RSN) above 30, 1951. From the "lottery" of
LEDGER a TIMES FELS
125 and are eligible to be moved July 1, 1970 he received RSN 123.
into a reduced priority selection Gil was classified 2-A while atThe Murray Hospital recently announced the purchase and
group at the beginning of 1972. tending a vocational training
installation of a Bennett Pressure Breathing Therapy Unit.
Assuming the word was picked school.
He completed the
Robert Owen who retired September 1 after 33 years with the
up by attentive ears and many prescribed course in March 1971.
Postal Service was honored with a dinner by the P.0 employees
young men have followed the Being_no longer eligible for a
at the Triangle Inn.
.i'1pferre classification he was
Hemp W. Brooks, freshman agriculture student at Murray
reclassified 1-A and found acState College and co-operator with his father of a farm here, was
ceptable for military service
one of four regional winners named in the Farm Bureau Young
following a physical examination
People's "Talk Meet" contest
in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
You may recall that the
Crouch have returned from a trip to Las Cruces, N.M.
authority to induct expired June
30 Pending the enactment of the
amended
law,
Gil
was
reclasedied from 1-A to 3-A
because of a hardship.
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
FRANKFORT,Ky.—A number The hams fa( the hardship
Henry L. Waldrop, seaman USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
of appointed state officials, in- ded in November and Gil was
Waldrop is serving aboard the battleship, USS New Jersey.
cluding nine commissioners and classified 1-A Induction orPorter Hutchens, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens, is
five acting commissioners, have rs had been mailed for the
serving on the U.S. Navy oil tanker Marias in the radar division.
been sworn in under the new remainder of the calendar year
Sgt. 1-C J.R. Story,stationed with the Army at Korea, called his
Democratic administration.
This is Gil's dilemma, he has a
Nrosp•pers
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Festus Story, by telephone yesterday
Gov. Wendell H. Ford's first RSN (123) which
is below the
morrung.
official act as governor was the cutoff for 1971 and
therefore, ...s'HE'LL I-4AVE TO STOOP TO ENTEV
Douglas'Nide'', Frank Hill, George Adams, D. T. Doran, Jack
appointment of Richard Frymire not eligible for consideration
for
Solomon, Joe Pat James, Thomas Parker, William Hopkins, and
as Adjutant General.
reduced priority now
Charles Magness, all of Calloway County, were among the
The new commissioners, most At first glance, Gil's ' -draft"
twenty-two members of the Murray State College Agriculture
ob whom
had been announced future seems bleak. However,
Club who accompanied Prof. Arlie Scott to the International
previously, and their depart- young men such as Gil who have
Livestock Exposition at Chicago, ill.
ments are:
a number below the 1971 cutoff
Miss Anne Woods, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Woods, and
Tommy Preston, Versailles, and are now Class
1-A become a
John T. Murdock, son of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Murdock, are
special assistant for information member of the extended priority
Calloway students selected to serve on the University of Kentucky
When President Nixon accepted an
For our part, we seek only peace in
and communications; Charles selection
group on Jan. 1. If,
Committee of 240.
Pryor, Jr., Sturgis, highways; within the first three
invitation from Peking on July 15 to
the world and reasonable actions by
James S. Fish
months of
Ewart Johnson, Winchester, the new year there
visit Communist China, he said that
Vice Presidnt, Advertising
Red Chinese that will help bring this
is no need for
parks;
Don
Bradshaw. registrants born in 1951 with a
and Marketing Services
he would be making a "journey of
about. We want them to leave their
Lexington, finance; John Ross,
General Mills, Inc. and
neighbors alone; to cease their sub-. Ashland, revenue; Harold RSN below 125, on April 1 they
peace." His brief discussion after the
Savings Bonds Campaign
become eligible to be moved into
announcement spoke of a "normalizaversion in Laos, Cambodia, Thailand
McGuffey, Smiths Grove, in- a lower
priority selection group. Coordinator
Who shall separate as from the love of Christ?—Romans 8:35.
surance;
tion of relations" between the United
Elijah
Hogge, Under the amended law, a
and in the southern Philippines. We
The Advertising Council
The one blessing we cannot do without is the one of which we
Morehead, motor transportation; registrant
States of America and the Red Chiwant them to cease their support of
must be given 30 days
shall never be deprived—the love of Christ.
Evans Tracy , Frankfort, child notice of
nese regime. and of his belief that
violent war in Pakistan and their uninduction.
welfare, and Julian W. Knip- A call
for January has not been
"There can be no stable and enduring
derground revolutionary activities in
penberg, Lexington, alcoholic announced
and if the trend of now
place without the participation of the
Black Africa and Latin America. We
beverage control.
calls continues for February and
want them to stop setting off nuclear
People's Republic of Celina."
The governor's chief ad- March,Gil
is figuratively "borne
ministrative 'assistant is Bill
and thermoruclear explosions in the
Largely unnoticed a half year later
safe." If there should be calls for
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Wester
of
Frankfort.
atmosphere.
We want them to prevail
because of a personal confrontation
February and March and the
Roy I3ecknell was named ac- cutoff does
upon their allies in North Vietnam to
between President Nixon and George
not reach 123, he is
ting
commissioner
of still safe. However, should
Politics this winter is getting to be something like
the
release American prisoners of war.
Meany. chief of the AFL-CIO, was the
Aeronautics and Tom Rainey is
cutoff number for the uniform
rivers of slush in the gutters of Pennsylvania Avenue
We want them to stop rattling sabers
change in the President's tone toward
acting labor commissioner.
national call exceed 123, Gil will
a few days after a blizzard: What once was clean
at Japan and the Nationalist Chinese
Red China when he addressed the laPublic
Safety Commissioner be subject
to induction.
at
look
to
ugly
now
is
snow
driven
and white as the
William 0. Newman has been
on Taiwan.
bor convention in Florida.
The case which we have
named
acting
commissioner
of
and treacherous underfoot---and watch out you don't
"None . . . knows better than I do
On the other hand, the Communist
discussed may not be applicable
Starts Tomorrow
his department.
fall on your face.
to all young men born in 1951 who
Chinese insist on political and ecothe great differences between ComGovernor
Ford
also
named
everything."
"Time and weather are to blame for
were unlucky in the selective
nomic domination of all of Asia: liquimunist societies and ours." the PresiGarnett Johnson as temporary
service "lottery."
-Dictionary of Opit}ons
We would
dent told the nation on that occasion.
dation of the Republic of China and
head of the
Department of strongly
recommend that if they
Economic Security and Damon
No one would go to such a conferannexation of Taiwan; the humilihave any questions regarding
Harrison will oversee the
ence with his eyes more open than
ation of the United States in the eyes
their respective status, they talk
Commerce
department
until the situation
mine will be open. They know me. I
of the world: the leadership of all
over with the draft
commissioners of the departboard clerk.
know them. Those differences are not
Communist nations; establishment of
ments are appointed.
going to be resolved by these trips (to
the entire underdeveloped world as
Key aides who also took the
John Marley &Ray Milland
Peking and Moscow)."
their satellites: favored economic aroath of office from Court of
G13.42) a :a 4 i PaA1101A. Ptiai
Appeals Judge James Milliken December 10, 1971
Sisice the turn of the century, than people in the 45 to 64 age
The speech in July reflected the
rangements with us, and repudiation
include Mrs. Helen Price, Frank- ADULTS 83
life
expectancy
among group. Persons 65 years and older
hope and optimiSm of the United
of our Pacific security arrangements.
rrrr
fort, executive secretary; Larry NURSERY 6
americans has increased by 21 averaged in 1968 5.7 visits to a
States of America. The speech to the
Communist
The
have
Chinese
made
doctor during that year comGreathouse, Berea, special
years.
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
AFL-CIO in November was the prodit clear that they will not abandon a
assistant for legal affairs; Joe Baby Girl McDill (Betty,
But the resultant increase in pared with about 4.7 such visits
uct of an additional half year's
single one of their objectives, yet it is
Bell, Louisville, and Ron John- Mother), 101 So. 8th, Murray,
the over-65 population calls at- for persons in the younger age
thought.
son, Frankfort, administrative Baby Girl Boyd (Martha,
tention to the problem of chronic gratin.
p'ain that .they must if there is to be
lisabling illnesses among the
assistants.
Another legal Mother), Box 152, Sedalia.
It is apparent in these findings
The reason the President is voicing
peace.
nation's senior citizens.
that the great strides in science
such caution in connection with the
Thus as February approaches, we , assistant is Edwin Logan, FrankAccording to statisticians, that have kept people alive
fort.
DISMISSALS
Feb. 21 meeting in Peking becomes
must realize that if it took 40 years of
more than 40 percent of all longer must be augmented by
Miss Tons Lavonne Lovett,
plain when we 1(41(4'1 upon the long
relations with the Soviet Union even
persons at ages 65 and over are further progress to help make
Route 1, Dexter, Master Donald
The Almanac
range aspirations of Commtrnist
to begin discussions for a meaningful
limited in their daily activity by these "bonus" years fruitful and
Wayne Carson, 310 Woodlawn,
United
By
Press
International
chronic conditions, as against less restricted by disabilities
China as they contrast with the goals
peace. it may take a millenium with
Murray, Thomas Arthur Turner,
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 14, 106 North
less than 20 percent in the age common to senior citizens.
of the United Slates.
12th, Murray, Mrs.
the Chinese.
the 348th day of 1971.
range from 45 to 64. By contrast,
Aline Margaret Steele, 1659
The
moon
is
betwen
its
last
fewer than one in twenty persons
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
Planet of the Apes"
quarter and new phase.
under age 45 are so limited.
Bernice Johnson, 115 Spruce,
The
morning
stars
are Murray, Mrs.
Heart disease and arthritis and
Marsha I,ynne
Mercury and Jupiter.
rheumatism are the most
Bucy and Baby Girl, Route 1,
The evening stars are Venus,
common activity limiting conMurray, Mrs. Lillie Mae Pace,
By Dave Thompson
Mars and Saturn.
ditions. Visual impairments, FRANKFORT, Ky. —Tobacco short by some 75 million pounds "It s a desirable
211 So. 11th, Murray, Mrs. Mary
came
when
it
that
noted
But
he
crop,"
he
the
price
has
been
overThose
born
on
this
day
are
hypertensiarssenfi reeraeas sod market figures for the eightqstate
Elizabeth Phillips's Retire 3,
added.
"The- demand has time to house the tobacco it was under
the sign of Sagittarius.
nervous disorders, 'are other burley belt including Kentucky whelmingly satisfying the far- broadened to the foreign
Benton, Miss Ruth Houston, 812
sappy, and the high
and
big
markets
French
astrologer
Nos- Olive, Murray,
common illnesses among the show the crop poundage so far mer.
caused it to darken and
and
humidity
makes
Mrs. Autumn
it
necessary
for
these
tradamus was born Dec. 14,
elderly. Together they account this year at an all-time low, but In 1970 for the first eight selling buyers to get the tobacco."
Lacy Ezell, Route 2, Murray,
house-burn.
days,
the
crop
average
was
1503.
for about as many disabilities as conversely, sellers' spirits have
Cletus Smith Robinson, 809 Sha
Both Rickard and Bob Gait$72.67. But since the buyers seem
On this day in history:
. heart disease alone, and are never been higher.
Wa, alurray, William C. Wilkins,
skill,
with
the
State
Tobacco
to want this year's crop, the
In 1799 George Washington
U.S. PLANE VANISHES
more common among women
1635 Miller, Murray.
The reasons are that I ii prices average price soared to $79.03 News Office, said that filter
died
at
U.S.
Mount
—A
(UPI)
Vernon,
MANILA
Va.
than men.
cigarettes are at least partially
are at unprecedented highs, with
Navy C-2 "Greyhound" aircraft In 1902 the cable ship
Acute conditions and accidents early averages more than $6 per over the same period.
ACROBATIC THUG
Calbert Anderson, an employee responsible for the high prices. with six passengers and four "Silverton" set out for San
occur less frequently but are
"They need this year's heavy.
DENVER (UPI)- A burglary
hundred over last year, and I 2) with the Penn Bros
disappeared
tobacco
crewmen
aboard
Francisco
to
first
lay
cable
the
responsible for more disability even though most crops are
bodied tobacco for the filters,"
suspect with his hands handSunday during a flight to to Honolulu. It was completed
days among old people than their weighing under the quota, the warehouse in Lexington, has they said.
cuffed behind him escaped
Saigon and apparently crashed in January, 1903.
juniors. Elderly people averaged poundage program, in effect this "never seen such high prices in 23 Gaitskill, who has
from law officers Sunday arid
been writing
seasons
with
the
market.
navy
South
China
a
Sea,
a
In
gift
1911
of
$10
the
million
in 1968 about 9.2 days of year for the first time, allows
market news for 33 years, "is just in
drove off in a police cruiser.
spokesman said today
from Andrew Carnegie set up
, restricted activity because of farmers to market this year's "The buyers really want this as flabbergasted as
Patrolman Paul Brachle said
everyone
an endowment under his name
acute conditions. About one in six shortage on top of next year's crop," said
the suspect apparently swung
The spokesman said the
Anderson, a else" about the prices, he said.
for
international
peace.
older
persons aged 65 and
his handcuffed hands under his
base weight allowance
Georgetown resident, "and most "I've never seen the market start aircraft left the Naval Air
WALTER MIRISCH PRODuno%
In 1953 a witness told the
sustained an injury that year that
Records in the market news of them think the prices are going off like this.
feet and then made his getaway
Station at Cubi Point, 90 miles
required medical attention or office in Lexington show just over to stay very high."
"In recent years, the crop has northwest of Manila, at 745 New York Legislature at least in the car
Brachle was
$120 million of the more than $4 checking
resulted in at least one day of 218 million pounds were sold
out the suspect's truck
Anderson said in recent years it sold well the first two weeks then p.m. EST Sunday for a ferrh
billion contributed to charity in
, dieebility. Nearly two-thirds of through the first eight selling has been better to wait until dropped off slightly but it
at the time.
flight to Saigon.
doesn't
the United States went to
the injuries occur in or around days, compared with almost 294 midway through the season to appear to be the same story
Police found the squad car
At 10:30 p.m. EST Sunday,
this
"racketeers."
the home and all were more million for the same period in sell tobacco but this year "there's season."
eight blocks away The suspect
the aircraft carrier USS Coral
prevalent in women than men, 1970.
not really much difference. It all
The growing season was very Sea reported it had sighted
was missing.
A thought for today. Amerireflecting the amount of time
The shortage is attributed depends on what kind of crop it is good, Gaitskill said, but some debris and mail bags in an area
can
author
Washington
Irving
spent in the home by elderly primarily to short weight crops, and how bad the buyers want
it." areas had problems when about 200 miles southwest of said,
"Witenever a man's
people, especially women. but in a few cases,farmers were F. W. Rickard, a Winchester housing time came.
Subic Bay adjacent to Cubi
Critics of the yak call them
frieryls begin to compliment
More people at ages fel. and haimpereal 'spathe weather in farmer ferehe past 35 years, can. "AN, farrrrerr- hardClumsy. mean and dangerous
Point, the spokesman- sag.
rffle
him
about
young,
looking
he
utilize
elder visit their doctors or
Others say they are docile and
getting the leaf to market.
recall "nothing able to match growing season. It was a quick added that a search is under
Closed rii Fri.
may be sure that they think he carry heavy loads willingly
hospital services more frequently
Even though the poundage is these prices.
growth."
way
is growing old."
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Ten Years Ago Today

New State
Appointees
Are Listed
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'JOURNEY OF PEACE'

Trip to Peking Is a Beginning

Bible Thought for Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Longer Living Presents
Chronic Health Problems

Pounds Down, Spirits Up As Leaf Prices On Rise
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Silver Wedding Anniversary

Miss Leslie Furgerson, brideelect of Hal Kemp, was honored
recently with a series of
prenuptial parties.
Thursday evening, November
18, Mrs. Virgil Harris, Mrs. Dan
McKinney, and Mrs. Ted
Billington
honored
Miss
Furgerson with a lovely
household shower at Mrs. Harris'
home on Payne Street. The
gracious hostesses presented
Miss Furgerson with a yellow
electric skillet.
Sunday afternoon, November
21, Mrs. Richard Spann and Miss
Jenny Barker were the hostesses
for a linen shower at Mrs.
arm's home on North 10th
Street in keeping with the theme
of the party, the hostesses
delighted the bride-elect with a
lovely blue blanket.

THEATRE'

Children 75

Ton ite

DEAR READERS: Yesterday I published the letter
which I asked my readers to help me answer. Briefly, an
employe was Invited to a housewarming party by his boss,
whose wife had been seat to Europe to die following
cancer
surgery. The boss's girl friend moved in as soon as the
sick
wife moved out. The employe said if be didn't go he
would
lose his job. The wife disagreed. Should they
go, or
shouldn't they? I asked my readers. Here are some of
the
most quotable replies:

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook

fteeteeepertiorttotttt
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SALE
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Fall and Winter

Sportswear, Dresses, Coats
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Use Your BankAmericard
Open 8-8 Weekdays
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A Merry Christmas!
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New Providence Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Hardiman Miller at ten a.m.
for a potluck luncheon. Secret
friends will be revealed.
Alice Waters, Bessie Tucker,
and Maryleona Frost Circles of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at
ten a.m.
Circle I and Faith Doran Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet with Mrs.
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at two
p.m.
Westside Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Elvin Crouse at 10:30 a.m.

Located 100 N. 15th, Across from Adm. Bldg.
PI PLAN For

Charlotte Scott Is
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently

By Abigail Van Buren

N. Ott

C

Golden Wedding Anniversary

What readers think
about invitation

Thursday evening, December
2, Misses Judy Adams, Rita
(Love Studio Photo)
Harris, Susan Hale, and Celia
Simmons
honored
Miss
Furgerson with a personal
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook of Hazel will be honored with an open
shower held at Miss Adams home house in celebration of their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary on
on West Olive. Mrs. William C. Sunday, December 19, at their home in Hazel.
Adams assisted the hostesses. A
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of
beautiful lavender peignoir set two and four p.m. Their daughters are hostesses for the occasion....
was given to Miss Eurge-x-t
Cook wee.? naarritt mDecember 24, n4C, at
•
the hostesses.
• flata Baptist Church with Dr. H. F. Paschall performing the
double ring ceremony. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
The Murray Woman's Club Miller.
House was the festive scene for a
The Cooks have two daughters, Mrs. Jerry Duncan, 707
lovely tea Saturday afternoon, Fairlane Drive, Murray,and Miss Regina Cook of Hazel, and one
December 4, honoring Miss granddaughter, Tiffany Ainne Duncan.
Furgerson.
The gracious
hostesses for the occasion were
Mr. and Mrs. Cook are members of the Hazel Baptist Church.—
Mesdames James Boone, John
McCage, Raymond Hewitt,
Tommye D. Taylor, Bailey Gore,
Rex Alexander, Carl Oakley,
James Frank, Joe B. Littleton,
Tuesday, December 14
Marvin Harris, Vernon Shown,
The New Concord Parents
The Tappan Wives will have Club will
and Alfred Lindsey.
Guests
have a Christmas
their
Christmas party at the program at
called between the hours of two
the school at seven
Southside Restaurant at 6:30
slid four o'clock.
p.m. Two dollar gifts will be
Saturday, December 11, a exchanged.
Hostesses are The Murray Middle School will
luncheon was held at the Mesdames John R. Farrell, present a program of Christmas
Southside Restaurant in honor of Edwin Greenfield, and Ben music at the school auditorium at,
Miss Furgerson. The hostesses Grogan.
seven p.m.
for the occasion were Mesdames
Cal Luther, Gene Landolt, Jack
The Bethany Sunday School The Lydian Sunday School
B. Kennedy, and Conrad Jones. Class of First Baptist Church will
Class of First Baptist Church will
The bride-elect was presented a have a potluck
dinner with have a dinner at the Holiday Inn
lovely set of blue-glazed pottery husbands as guests at the church at
6:30 p.m.
bowl and candle holders.
dining hall at 6:30 pin.
The Murray Branch of the
AAUW will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Nadine Turner,
106 North 12th Street.

& Ray Milland
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SABRE
Whatever the features o man wants in a billfold, Cameo
has the model for him Choose from these, and other
each with famous Cameo styling and
popular models
craftsmanship. We hove them in an assortment of quality
leathers, in latest colors.

$4.00 to $16.00

plus

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS to:753 1640

Good
Shepherd
United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at two p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
OES will meet at the Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p.m.

"Don't go. Instead, send them a donation to the American Cancer Society in his wife's name with the
following
message, "Why a housewarming for you two? Wait a
while.
Where you will be spending- .•eternity you won't need
to
warm anything." [Chicago Today Man and
wife.]
"Go! I think the boss rates an A Plus for living the
way
be wants to without giving a damn what others
think."
[Male. Seattle Times_l
"Whatever happened to decency and honor? Don't
go,
..,..eatt snake up a good ezicizt:'
press.]
"Don't go. Who needs this 'crumb-burn'? He's incapable
of loyalty to either wife or employe." [Male. Philadelphia
Bulletin.]
"Go. And don't prejudge. Just because the wife had
cancer surgery doesn't qualify her for sainthood." [St.
Louis Globe-Democrat. Female.]
"Don't go. I would rather support an unemployed husband than have him work for such a rat!" [Omaha WorldHerald.]
"Go! How others live is none of my business. My
husband's job is!" [San Diego Union.]
"Don't go. A man has to have guts and principles if it
costs him his job." [MilwaukeaSentinel. Man.]
"I'd find somebody with mumps and expose myself and
my husband to them and say we're in quarantine!" [Cleveland Plain Dealer.]
"Stay home! If the boss invited you and your wife to a
weekend wife-swapping party. would you feel compelled to
go?" [Atlanta Constitution.]
"Go. Why be a moralist? That's God's job!" [Louisville
Courier. Female.]
"The trouble with society today is too many people are
closing their eyes and holding their noses and going.
Decline!" [Boston Record-American. Female.]
"I'd tell my boss to shove his invitation and I'd start
job hunting." [Male. Detroit News.]
-The husband should go and say his wife couldn't make
K as she is dying of cancer, but she always lets him get
away for a good cause." [Minneapolis Star. Male.]
"Go! Judge not, lest ye be judged." (Female. Portland
Oregonian.]
"Go to the party. Not because your first consideration is
to your husband [what utter rot!] but because you refuse to
sit in judgment of another human being." [Woman Cincinnati Inquirier.1
"I vote go, but leave early. Why make waves?" [Woman. Washington Star.]
"Say hell no, we won't go!" [Male. Baltimore News.]
"Decline. Don't lie. Say you'll be out of town Then
leave town. " [Female. Honolulu Star-Bulletin. I
"A boss with no loyalty to a wife could have no loyalty
to his employes. I'd quit!" [Male. Kansas City Star.]
"Only in America do people put money before honor
Don't go." [Male. Rome Daily American.]
"Go. If Jesus could stand being in the company of
thieves, prostitutes and murderers, it wouldn't hurt you to
stand a couple of sinners for one evening." [Female. Hart'
lord Tunes.]
Not only would I not go, I'd contact everyone I thought
might be invited, and boycott the party." [Female. Dallas
Times Herald.)
"I'd go. If I accepted the hospitality of only those who
were morally pure, I'd never go anywhere." [Male. Houston
Post.)
"If we keep laying down with dogs, the whole country
will soon be full of fleas" [Female Greenville, S. C.,
News.)
"We vote DON'T GO We're sick of mud." [Some guys
In Viet Nam.]
Wbat's year problem' Yarn feel better V pan gel It elf
your ebest. Write to ABBY, Box IMO, Los Angeles, Cal.
MOW For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.

The MSU Dames Club will
meet in Room 3 of the SUB at the
Friday, December 17
home of Mrs. John J. Livesay
seven p.m.
at noon with Mrs. Douglas The Fidelis Sunday School
ss of the First Baptist Church
Groups of Baptist Women of the Shoemaker as co hostess.
will have a potluck luncheon at
First Church will meet as
follows: I will not meet; II with The Baptist Women of the Elm the home of Mrs. Mina Waters at
Mrs. I. H. Key at ten a.m.: III Grove Baptist Church will meet 11.30 a.m.
with Mrs. Velma Wisebart tor at the ctiurclvtor a mission study
at seven p.m.
The Business and Professional
luncheon at 11:30 a.m
Women's Club will meet at the
Community Room of the Murray
The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Southside Restaurant The Nature's Palette Garden Federal and Savings Loan at
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn seven p.m. Each one is to bring a
at noon.
at 10:30 a.m.
fifty cent gift. Special guest will
The Winter Symphonic Concert
be Mrs. Marshall Jones, wife of a
by the 40 piece Wind Sinfonietta
retired U. S. Ambassador.
and 110 piece Murray State
Thursday, December 16
Members are urged to bring
Symphonic Band will be held at
The Magazine Club will meet at guests and to note change in
the University auditorium at the home of Mrs. Ralph Woods at
regular meeting date.
eight p.m.
230 p.m. with Mrs. Charles M.
Baker as guest speaker
Wednesday, December 15
The Friendship Sunday School
The
Harris
Grove
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Class of the First United
Homemakers Club will have a OFS is scheduled to meet at the
Methodist Church will have a
potluck luncheon at the home of Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m
Christmas potluck dinner at the
Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
social hall at six p.m. The meat
will be furnished
('ounty
Calloway
The WSCS of the Coles Camp The
Ground United Methodist Church Association of Retarded Children
will meet at the home of Mrs. Bill will meet at Robertson School at Judging for the homes entered
7:30 p.m. for a Christmas In
Williams at 6;30 p.m.
the Christmas Decoration
program
by Mrs. Susan contest in Murray and within one
The Wadesboro Homemakers Hargrove's class. Note change in mile of the city limits will be held
Club will meet at the Colonril date.
from six to nine p.m on today
House Smorgasbord at eleven
and December 18 and 19. Homes
tisin
The Nitsi'iay,oliiith School may VC entered by calling
Choral Students will present a Mesdames James Byrn, Harold
The J N Williams Chapter of Christmas concert in the Middle Douglas, Humphrey, or Vandal
the UDC will have a luncheon at School auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Wrather

(Love Studio Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smith

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smith of Alrno will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Southside
Restaurant in Murray on Sunday. December 19, from two to four
p.m. All friends and relatives are invited.
The Smiths were married December 17, 1921, at Kirksey with
the late Rev. Monroe Edwards officiating. Their attendants were
Mrs. Norene Short Tucker, Noble Hopkins, Mrs. Estie Morris and
the late Mr. Morris_ •
Mrs. Smith is the former Mary Frances Hopkins, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hopkins of Calloway County.
Mr. Smith, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. John D. Smith of
Calloway County, is a retired employee of the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company.
They are the parents of two daughters, Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,
of Almo and Mrs. Vernon Shuffett Jr., of Centralia, Ill. Their
grandchildren are Max, Kenneth, Gems, and Lisa Cleaver, and
Laura and Guy Vernon Shuffett.

DeAnn And Darren
McCuiston Honored
On Second Birthday
DeArm and Darren McCuiston,
twins of Mr. and Mrs. Keys
McCuiston, celebrated their
second birthday on Wednesday,
December 1, at their home.
The kitchen was decorated
with balloons and streamers.
The joint birthday cake was iced
44 in blue and ½ in pink with blue
and pink candles.
Present for the occasion were
Raymon McCuiston, Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Phillips, Jamie and
Jason, Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn
McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
1 Schroader, Melissa and Kelvin,
Rickey and Tonya McCuiston,
brother and sister of the
honorees, the parents, and the
, honored twins.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were the twins' great
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Kirnbro, and their great
aunt, Merle Kimbro.

FBIRTHSj

Miss Charlotte Dianne Scott,
January 7th bride-elect of Robert
Warren Chilcutt, was complimented with a bridal shower
held at the Community Room of
the Murray Federal and Savings
Loan on Saturday, December 4,
at one-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mesdames Mason
White, Edward Curd, Pat
Thompson, M. W. Henry, Charlie
Stubblefield, and Jamie Harrell.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear a cranberry knit dress with bakk accessories and was presented a
novelty corsage made of kitchen
gadgets.
Mrs. Priestly Scott, mother of
the honoree, wore a rust brown
knit dress with black and rust
accessories.
Mrs. Rudolph
Chilcutt, mother-in-law to be of
the honoree, was attired in a
navy dress with navy accessories.
The honoree was assisted in
opening her many gifts by Mrs.
Gail Wright.
Mrs. Dorothy
Watkins kept the register at the
table centered with a gold candle
in an antique
holder.
Refreshments of green punch,
cakes, white mints, and nuts
were served in amber appointments from the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with a
white cutwork cloth over gold and
centered with a dried
arrangement in the colors of
green and gold.
Eighty persons were present or
sent gifts.

CHRISTMAS DECORATION
CONTEST
Sponsored by O EWSomTan's Club Garden Department
For Details Call . . . 753-4769 753-1220 or

The Shoe Tree
Will Be Opened 'til 8:00, begin
ning Friday, Dec. 17, until
Christmas.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

RULE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Rule of
Mayfield Route Seven, are the
1, and
parents of a baby girl, Sherri
Renee, weighing seven pounds
eleven ounces, born on Tuesday,
December 7, at 11:02 a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Terry
The
Duane, who will be ten years old;
in February. The father is employed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Rufus Rule
of Kirksey Route Two and Mr.
and Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson of
Mayfield Route Seven. Great VIZVITZTTIVITIMMTIVITAT
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Cochran of Mayfield
Route Seven.

SHOES

BAGS

C,\-' 1/3 to1
/
2
Off

The Shoe Tree
Southside Shoppin g Manor

"roic

HARGROVE GIRL
Heather Ann is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Hargrove of Mayfield Route Two
for their baby girl, weighing
three pounds fifteen ounces, born
on Tuesday, December 7, at 2:43
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Goodyear Tire Company,
Union City, Tenn.
Grandmothers are Mrs. Esther
Hargrove and Mrs. Betty Vowell,
both of Mayfield. Mrs. Thelma
Holt of Bardwell is a great
grandmother.
SAGRERA BOY
Mr and Mrs. Walter D.
Sagrera, 805 North 19th Street,
Murray, announce the birth of
a baby boy, Christopher Walter,
weighing six pounds 9102 ounces,
born on Tuesday. December 7, at
7:02 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a professor in
the Department of History,
Murray State University,
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
Walter T. Sagrera of Abbeville,
La., Mrs. Margaret H. Salley and
Marvin D. Salley, both of
Columbia, S.C.
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'Racers Walk Off With
101-75 Win Last Night

Ratings Reshuffled

Marquette Named No. 2
After 1st Place UCLA

scored six points and turned in
By MIKE BRANDON
mitted in the game, with Western
PCC Squashes Freshman It took
the Murray State Carolina picking up 32 of them. sparkling effort.
Murray finished the game by
Racers fifteen minutes to get Four men fouled out for the
credit, was 14th and Maryland
Indiana complete the top 10.
hitting
on 37 of 73 attempts from
warmed
up
but
when
Williams
left
the
they got visitors While
For'Indiana, in the first year was 15th. The terpe, who were Home Win Streak Monday
the floor for a hot .507 percentage
warm they started burning up game for the Racers.
under fiery former army head stunned by Virginia, 78-57, in

By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK 1UP!) —Apparently early season high ranking coach, Bobby Knight, it was the their only game last week, fell
doesn't agree with a good many end of a long spell out of the ten places from No. 5.
top 10. The Hoosiers, the Big Long Beach State, down
college basketball teams.
No less than seven of United Ten early-season surprise, are 4 from seventh, was 16th this
Press International's top 10 -0 including wins over Kansas week, Louisville was 17th,
teams were defeated last week and Kentucky.
Princeton 18th, North Carolina
Kentucky led the second ten State 19th and St. Louis U. 20th.
causing a major re-shuffling in
the latest ratings by the Board of and the Wildcats were followed Princeton, led by sharpshootby Southwestern Louisiana. The ing Brian Taylor, is hoping for
Coaches.
Top-ranked UCLA collected Cajuns, in their first year of a revival of the Bill Bradley32 first-place votes from the 34 major college affiliation, have era while the 20th ranked
coaches participating in the made their presence known Billikins are also experiencing
second week of balloting to quickly, knocking off Houston a cage revival with three
retain the No. 1 spot after and Long Beach State in straight wins to open the
sweeping to victories three and successive weeks to go 4-1 for season.
four in a row, and Marquette th season.
replaced North Carolina as the
Unbeaten Florida State (5-0)
No. 2 team. The Warriors also was 13th, Arizona State, which
remained unbeaten with a pair has wins over Houston and NEW YORK (UPI) —The
of victories over Memphis State Southern
California
to its United Press International top
20 major college basketball
and Michigan.
ABA Standings
teams with first place votes
South Carolina, the only other
team in last week's top 10 to By United Press International and won-lost records in parenEast
theses.
remain unbeaten, 'advanced
W. L. Pct. GB
(Second Week)
from seventh to third as North
20 8 .714 ... Team
Points
Carolina, Ohio State, Maryland, Kentucky
20 11 .645 PI 1. UCLA (32) (4-0)
338
Kentucky, Long Beach State, Virginia
15 16 .484 642 2. Marquette (2) (4-0)
304
Michigan and Houston all Pittsburgh
11 17 .393 9
171
3. South Carolina (3-0)
tasted defeated for the first New York
140
12 19 .387 9'.o, 4- Briloba.ra Waleig (4.0)
tune this year. The sniroo.g Floridians
10 19 .345 1042 5. North Carolina (34)
114
Gamecocks went 3-u after Carolina
West
6. St. John's (3-0)
97
capturing the Cable Car Classic
W. L. Pet GB 7. Ohio State (3-1)
92
with victories over Santa Clara
22 9 .710 ,.. 8. Southern California (3-1) 75
Utah
and California.
16 12 .571 4ko 9. Pennsylvania (4-0)
72
Brigham Young (4-0) leaped Indiana
13 15 .464 7O2 10. Indiana (4-0)
61
from 14 to fourth, North Memphis
/
2 11. Kentucky (3-1)
11 17 .393 91
58
Carolina, which was tunned 89- Denver
11 18 .379 10 12. Southwestern Louisiana 473 by Princeton early in the Dallas
Monday's Results
1)
48
week, dropped from second to
13. Florida State (5-0)
46
fifth and St. John's (3-0) moved Carolina 124 Utah 115
Virginia 123 Floridians 115
14. Arizona State (4-1)
45
up from 13th to sixth.
15. Maryland (2-1)
38
Ohio State dropped from (Only games scheduled)
Tuesday's Games
16. Lohg- Beach State (3-1) .37
fourth to seventh after its loss
17. Louisville (3-1)
to Ohio U. over the weekend, New York at Denver
36
but the Buckeyes have been Virginia vs. Carolina at Greens- 18. Princeton (3-1)
28
19. North Carolina State t 3-1)16
playing without the services of boro, N.C.
backcourt ace Allan Hornyak Indiana at Dallas
20. St. Louis U. (3-01
14
who is nursing a heel injury. Memphis at Pittsburgh
(Only games scheduled)
Southern Cal, Pennsylvania and

a

while the Catamounts hit .443,
coming on 37 of 61 attempts from
the field.
The Racers travel to Peoria,
Illinois Wednesday evening to
meet a fine Bradley University
team. Luther and his men return
to home action Saturday by
entertaining an outstanding Oral
Roberts team. The Racers are
now 3-1 on the season.
SCORING
34 41-75
Western Carolina
44 57-101
Murray State

Western Carolina and walked off
Marvelous Les Taylor led the
Paducah then proceeded to rattle
with a 101-75 win last night in the scoring by producing 39 points in
straight
points
and
held
on
off 11
fieldhouse.
a beautiful performance Taylor
for the win as Coleman, Roney
The Thoroughbreds jumped in also grabbed nine rebounds as
and Adell all fouled out of the
front and were leading 10-7 with the Racers outrebounded the
ballgame.
13:48 remaining to be played in Catamounts 51-36_
Coleman led the effort with 33
the first half
But the
Marcellus Starks turned in his
points and 18 rebounds. Adell
Catamounts put together a strong best performance of the season
with
17
points. 6-7 freshwas next
rally coupled with eight Racer grabbing 16 big rebounds and
man center Alvin Hendricks of
fouls and found themselves scoring 15 points Bill Mancini
New York City led the Indians
leading Murray -,17 with 8:14 scored 12 points and pulled down
with 27 points. Terry Garrott
remaining to be played. Murray 13 caroms. Williams scored 10
added 23 while 6-6 Billy Buford
began running and suddenly the points before fouling out and
chipped in with 19. Paducah
Catamounts found themselves Barret scored nine points to
outrebounded the Racers 49-38.
committing
fouls. Marcellus round out the point production for
Paducah shot 34 of 72 from the
Carolina(75)—Grant 19, Scott
Starks scored on a layup with the starters.
field while Murray hit 30 of 64.
Campbell 9, Kitchens 4, Win3,
6:47 left in the half to pull the
House,
a
6-6
sophomore,
Mark
"We just haven't had time to
ston
22, Ward 4,Toomer 2, FL:riche
Racers to within four, 2'7-23
made a very strong impression
develop yet," said Coach Willis.
Big Les Taylor grabbed a on the crowd as the hustling 6 and Wolfe 6.
"Our big men were shooting
Murray (101)—Taylor 39,
rebound and drove the length of forward from Sterling, Illinois
outside too much and our
Starks
15, Mancini 12, Williams
the floor and put the Racers to scored 10 points and grabbed
rebounding was off because of
within two. Taylor was fouled on seven rebounds during his time 10, Barret 9, House 10, Brown 6
this," concluded Willis.
the play and the smooth junior In the contest. Steve Brown Weismann and E. Taylor.
The freshmen, who now stand
netted the charity toss to make it
at 3-2, journey to Champaign
27-26.
Wednesday evening to meet a
Murray look the lead for keeps
talented University of Illinois
at the 3:26 mark when Taylor
yearling team.
put the
scored on a layup to
SCORING
34-32. Murray
46 4a—as Racers offonsixtop
Paducah
straight points and
Murray
39 33-72
increased the lead to eight points
Paducah(86)—Williams 12,
with l:54 showing on the clock.
Hendricks 27, Buford 19, Garrott
B411 Mancini brought the crowd
23 and Taylor S.
roaring to its feet by scoring on a
Murray(72)—Jamison 7,
tip in at the buzzer to give the
Coleman 33, Kelly 9, Adell 17,
Racers a 4434 lead at the inRoney 6, Hale, Redrnon and
termission.
Logan.
Murray fired in 17 of 2.9 shots
from the field in the half for a
blazing .586 mark. Western
Carolina shot 12 of 26 for a .462..
The Racers outrebounded the
Catamounts 24-14 in the half.
Les Taylor fired in 18 points in
the half in an outstanding effort.
Taylor was unstoppable under
the basket as the whiz kid of
Carbondale, Illinois drew foul
after foul from the Catamount
defenders.
Yesterday s Puzzle
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI) — statements made following Sun- The second half found the
5'T ARA
E
SP
The Toe 7e with first piece votes In
.
p
ACROSS
3 Man's
Running back MacArthur Lane, day's 19-7 loss to Philadelphia. Racers playing their best
parenttonirt. won-ft records throuoh
P.
NC ENE A ST
nickname
SatUrday night and Wei points on hit
the St. Louis Cardinals' leading Bidwill said the suspension will basketball of the season. The
ML
Es
A
1 Clean by
4 Goddess of
basis of 20 far flrst, It for second, 14, 14,
OF
healing
brushings
A
rusher this season, was on his be at no loss of pay and does Racers threw up a tantiliziing
E R
A
12. 10, 14-744.43.3-1 through 15 places.
6 Repairs
4-0
SOO
5 Toll
A I0
1. UCLA (37)
A
• •
way to his home in Oakland not necessarily reflect upon defense against the Catamounts
4-0
7041
11 Makes neat
(61
6 Planet
Merquette
2.
SA
A7 E
509
3-0
1. Shin, Cerolina
today after he was suspended Lane's future with the Car- that forced 11 second half tur13 Colorful
7 Bitter vetch
AM
3.1
411
S P AR
4. North Carolina 111
bird
8 Near (abbr.)
4-0
20.
Monday for remarks about the dinals.
novers
S. Penn
R
7 E
14 Printer's
9 Givers of
294
44
6. Brigham Young
EZE-ON
club's management.
A
measure
gifts
A
5 E
A
3-1
261
Lane was quoted in at least The second half explosion by
7. Kentut-ky
2.54
15 Forest
44
10 Mine
10 75
I. Si. John's, 14 V. ,
I 40 Niti
.take_ tly one story as saying of Bidwill: Murray was well received by the
Tctiog
was
L
4.
--f
t11
4
-41.7•efireridar
wardens
excavation
gmalie.":
AII terry scuff, itY/t7
WOE 01
211
3-1
William V. Bidwill, club Yict "All his money's right there in thunderous 'crowd. After the
10. Onia State
.47 Negative
12 Breathed
WALL
R E
1-1
21 1
TEDo
(liii Southern California
11'4
lined throughout. Machine
loudly in
.18 Paid notices
MOM
object
of
and
the
president
lot
4-0
his
stomach."
The
comment
Catamounts
had
pulled
to
within
Ill
.indiana
12
5 0ID D
MOD. LAMM
sleep
20 Clayey earth
17,
3-1
""••••4
II. Long Beach State
washable and dryable.
LAfl
11-3111-12
Lane's remarks, and head was in relation to salary 12 points with 16:13 remaining in
ii
13 Nuisance
21 Policeman
4-1
146
14. Jacksonville
LLANGI
1151 13-14
134
(cotioq
16 Outfit
2.1
IS. marytane
Bob Hollway.
coach
negotiations.
Lane
is
among
a
the
game,
Western
Caroluna
saw
COLORS:
0 White,
Dirk
39
4-1
131
31 Fuse
19 Become rigid
14. SW L012154,30
22 Witty remarks
The suspension kept Lane number of unsigned veterans, nothing but the bottom of the
tot
40 Strike
17. Louisville
24 Rodent
21 Lurches
28
Blue,
63
32 Aleutian
Olive,
V9
4-0
It.
Princeton
43 Perform
23 Stalk of
25 Biblical
island
from practicing with the team reportedly about a dozen, Racers' shoes for the rest of the
4-0
13
virglnia
44 Yellow
grain
weed
79 Coffee
It
33 Encircled
3-2
Houston
20.
accompanying
and
this
week
ocher
night.
playing out their options.
25 Name
26 lose
Other teams, receiving votes, listed et
34 Passageway
47 Symbol for
27 Pronoun
freshness
phabeficailyi
the Cardinals to Dallas Satur- Lane said, "I put my foot in
Les Taylor gave
the Racers
35 Alight
nickel
28 Emmet
Arizona State, Georgia, Newell, Illinois.
28 Ventilates
day for the final game of the my mouth" and added that the their first 20 point lead by con49 Note of
Kansas. Kontos Stale, Marshall, Memphis
37 Those who
SMOE STORE
29 Man's name
30 Make
State, Michipen, Minnesota, Morray
scale
tint cloth
beloved
30 Heraldry
season against the Cowboys
verting a three point play with
quote was not accurate.
State, Nebraska, New Mexico Slate. Ohio,
grafted
Penn State, Rhode Island, St. Louls, SI
1
2
3 -4
5'
. eVig,ii:
.
8
9
10
Bidwill noted that Lane had "I've been having my prob- five minutes left in the game, to
Ilowntowat, Murray
• ,
Joseph's. Pe., Syrecuse, Villanove, Wash31 Ala
voluntarily apologized for the lems with him and we've been Coach Cal Luther's crew on the
ington, West Virginia.
distance
11
12 ''.'ix 3
32 Deer's horn
/,''
Motor whom..or woo. Imalwie or woos lorriont
getting under each other's top end of a 87-67 score.
3•1211•22.0111111. MM.
34 Again
.
22 ea.2.2.2.3. 3012
16
V. 17
14
..".:i' 15
the
from
under
veteran
Starks
scored
four-year
skin,"
the
.
ti
:
•
35 Limited
.
...A
put
to
basket
with
2:55
left
when
I
saw
then
(abbr
said.
"And
21
18
19 ••••.•
%V .
36 Wife of
•
•••••
him (in the locker room), after Murray farther out in front, 95-69.
.
Geraint
•
*se 25
23 lie 24
22
%iv
• ,e,
we had lost, I just spoke At that point the Racer fans
•
•••
38 Hostelry
hundred
screaming
for
a
didn't
began
I
thinking.
But
without
e 39 Satiates
27
',..--'• 76
ce 28
I
t:•:•.
;
••.•.•,
41 Vessel's curved
really know what I was saying. points.
planking
"
1. '• (
.. 29
'730
Ward scored on a layup for
And what I said was in a rage
division
team
in
the
college
By
United
Press
International
42 Compass point
a.
33
of anger. The whole damn Western Carolina before Mark
43 Yearly
Adolph Rupp sees some nation, 82-63.
SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY
(.•;•:'
publications
Alex Scott's M points led New season's been so frustrating." House scored twice from under
problems
ahead
for
his
Ken36
37
.•:•14 35
45 Earth goddess
.....
...
Lane has gained 592 yards in the basket to make it 99-71. The
Mexico State over Arizona and
tucky Wildcats.
46 Opened with a
AO 1
41
,. • 39
38
percarries this season. The Racers cracked the century
Fitzsimmons'
27-point
Jim
150
lancet
Rupp, the nation's winningest
48 Plunderer
,
college
basketball coach, formance led Harvard over team has a 4-8-1 record going mark when Les Taylor stole the
50 Choice part
42
ball and drove for an easy layup
51 Walks wearily
conceded that fact Monday Boston U. Kevin Kunnert had into the finale.
r...- ....,
47
''
-48
49
46
to
put Murray up 101-73. Ward
held
off
sorry,"
Lane
24
points
as
Iowa
deeply
"I'm
night
after
his
11th-ranked
'
DOWN
Wildcats suffered their second Nevada-Reno and Bobby Jack's said. "I took out my frustration scored the final points of the
I .,• I:•:::fs 1
50
1 Vapor
straight upset loss, 91-85 to 21 points helped Oklahoma stop on a man (Bidwill) I shouldn't game on a layup and the game
Opening in
Inn.
LSi tr hi tnil.ed Era.
i4
Henry Wilmore have. But I've really been ended with Murray State conAlabama.
Michigan State.
wall
whipping
the
"It's going to be a hard job scored 24 of his 33 points in the down. And being unsigned has vincingly
bringing this team around," first half to pace Michigan over played a major role on and off Catamounts 101-75.
A total of 56 fouls were cornthe field."
said Rupp after he saw the Australian Nationals.
"I feel like I'm still a
Michigan state open a 16-point
Cardinal and I hope to get
lead in the second half and then
Phone 753-1 27z
with the team sooner
together
hold
off
a
Kentucky
rally.
"We
*
PRES( RIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
I
or later. I hope there are no
got within two points and then
We Hase It - We Will Get It —Or It ('ant Be Had
hard feelings. But I realize
we got careless and fired up a
there is always an aftermath to
couple of those stupid long
DAYTONA BEACH (UPI) —
ones. This was by far our worse Charlie Scott is quickly something like this."
Bobby Allison of Hueytown.
running
away
with
the
individugame."
Ala., has been voted the most
&teat.,
Sophomore Mike Robinson al scoring race in the American KNICKS GET PAULA
,The popular driver of 1971
NEW YORSCo..9mo
scored 32 points to leactolle Basketball Association.
grand national division by the
opartan attack and Big Kilgore Scott, the only player in the New York Knicks acquired 6-9 NASCAR membership.
ABA
to
pass
the
1,000
point
forward Charlie Paull( from the
added 22 and Brian Breslin 17
Allison, 34, finished second in
as Michigan State boosted its mark this season, tallied 43 Chicago Bulls Monday and winnings behind Richard Petty,
more
Monday
night
in
leading
waivers
on
7-foot
center
asked
record to 3-1. Kentucky, led by
and was fourth in the point
Fillmore. The
Bulls
Soph center Jim Andrews' 32 the Virginia Squires to a 123-115 Greg
This revolutionary new jewel acknowledged
victory
over
the
Floridians. It received an undisclosed sum of standings, but he won seven
points, now is 3-2.
was the ninth time in the last cash and New York's second- super-speedway races, including
as the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
ipse.seadogt.4444
Maryland (No. 15) was the
Four straight events in June afonly other ranked team in 12 games that Scott has scored round choice in the 1973 draft ter switching from his own
mere imitation to capture the fiery, blue-white
40 or more points and the for Paulk.
action and the Terrapins had
of the true gem. Diamonair simulated
brilliance
Dodge
to
a
Holman-Moody
Merlittle trouble routing George- victory was the Squires' ninth
Thriller
cury.
in
the
not only rival the true stone in beauty
last
11
diamonds
contests.
Comedy Suspense - SUNDAYS
town (D.C.) 79-46. The Terps
INDIANS' DAILY WORKOUT
Petty, of Randelman, N. C.,
SATURDAYS,
FRIDAYS,
warranty offered by no other
a
carry
but
overcame a first half freeze Virginia, by winning, moved
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) — wound up the season by winning
and outscored the Hoyas 34-11 within its games of first place The Stanford football team, idle
They
are guaranteed permanently for
substitute.
December 17-18-19 er at S
Sunday,
for
total
the Texas 500
Dinn
late in the game to record their Kentucky in the East Division since its victory over California
Dieser II 7 Son:
earnings
of
$309,225,
a
record.
replacement
against
scratching, loss of color
while
the
Sat:
leak
Floridians
Fri.
suffered
Each
second victory against one loss.
4.
REMEMBER: A %co Play
their fourth loss in as many on Nov. 20, assembled Monday It was Petty's 21st win of the
under
normal wear.
brilliance
or
Soph whiz Tom McMillen led
for its New Year's Day Rose year and 140th of his career,
Maryland with 32 points and nights on the road.
with
game
Michigan.
The
Bowl
but did not affect his placing
George 1,ehmann scored 36
Accept nothing less than the finest. See and
Jim O'Brien had 14.
Indians will work out every day in the Winston Cup point standbuy Diampnali at:
Elsewhere, New Mexico State points to lead the Carolina here until they leave for Long
ings, which he had already won
downed Arizona 89-73, Harvard Cougars to a 124-115 triumph Beach on Dec. 20.
From 660.00 per carat.
before the year's final race.
over
the
Utah
Stars
at
Salt
crushed Boston University 104total
was
money
Allison's
Lake
City
in
the only other
77 to win the Fteanpot TourHANRATTY INJURED
$236,295.
nament, Michigan topped the Monday night game.
•
PITTSBURGH (UPI) —The James Hylton of Inman, S.C.,
Lehmann
and
Larry
Miller
Australian National Team 91-80,
Pittsburgh Steelers, denying finished secopd to Petty in the
scored
the
key
points during a
Iowa edged Nevada-Reno 87-85,
that Terry Hanratty will be point standings but had only
Oklahoma defeated Alabama 79 68-second span late in the traded, said the quarterback
865,860 in winnings. Cecil Gorfourth
period
that
enabled
the
-73, Kansas State beat Creighsuffered a broken left collar don of Horse Shoe, N. C., was
ton 90-68 and Seattle Pacific Cougars to take a 109-101 lead.
bone in Sunday's game with the third in the point standings and
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
Paris, Tennessee
topped Evansville, the No. I &lino Beaty led the Stars with Cincinnati Bengals
had winnings of $48,950.
33 points.

UPI Poll

AP Poll

Crossword Puzzle

By MIKE BRANDON
Coach Kayo Willis' Murray
State Baby Racers hosted the
Paducah Community College
Indians last night and found out
why their guests are one of the
top ranked junior college teams
in the nation. The visiting Indians ended the freshmen team's
three year 37
home victory
record by taking a hard fought 8672 victory.
Paducah jumped to a quick 16-9
lead before the Racers started
pecking away at the lead. Mike
Coleman hit for four straight
points and Murray trailed 16-15
with 9:41 remaining in the half.
That was the closest Murray
could come to the powerful Indians all night.
Paducah began to pull away
and one point held an 11 point
lead in the half. The first half
ended with Paducah holding a 4639 lead.
Murray fell behind by as much
as 14 points early in the second
half and it looked as if Paducah
would run away with the game.
But once again the Racers fought
back gallantly.
With 9:38
showing on the clock, Pete Roney
intercepted a pass and fired the
ball downcourt to T. C. Jamison
who hit on a layin to pull the
Racers to within three, 60-57. But

if you likE
COMFORT
you'll tovE...
JIFFIES

Lane Suspended
For Remarks On
Club Management

Rupp Forsees Problems
For Kentucky Wildcats

WALLIS

DRUG

Scott Passes
1000 Pt. Mark

Allison Voted
Most Popular
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Village Productions

"Catch Melt You Can"
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Sports Parade

It
its and turned in a
fort
shed the game by
73 attempts from
hot 507 percentage
tamounts hit .443,
A 61 attempts from
travel to Peoria,
esday evening to
3radley University
and his men return
Lion Saturday by
Ln outstanding Oral
The Racers are
e season.
'ORLNG
una
34 41-75
44 57-101
)—Grant 19, Scott
1, Kitchens 4, Win4, Toomer 2, Finche
101)—Taylor 39,
ancini 12, Williams
House 10, Brown 6,
cl E. Taylor.

Bob Hayes Is Doing Just What
He Wanted To, Playing Football

Billie Jean King makes
over $100,000 in year

earn iluxe than three tunes as
By GEORGE HOWER
much.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Copley
News
Service
to an episode in Dallas two lease 1964 books and Paul said
• If someone told me 10 years
UPI Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — It's the
he knew of only one that was
kind of question the sports ago I was going to win $100,000,
NEW YORK (UPI) —Bobby weeks ago.
available. It was his own editor of a
Hayes was talking about one of Bobby Hayes had been with
paper might get to I would have laughed and told
them they were crazy.
Sam
Blair,
sports
editor
and personal copy, one he wouldn't settle a bet.
the offers he had before signing
But I think it's great I was
columnist for
The question: Who was the
the
Dallas part with for money.
with the Dallas Cowboys.
"I wouldn't do this for first woman athlete to make able to accomplish what I set as
Morning
News,
autographing
"I
had
one from
the
my goal last January. I just
Blair's fine book —Dallas anybody," Paul said, handing $100,000 in a year'
California Angels," he said.
Blair the book the other day.
Some might argue it was hope my success might
Roger Staubach threw him a Cowboys: pro or con —and
following the session Blair "For the 'World's Fastest golfer Patty Berg. Another motivate some youngsters to
fishy look.
Human,' I'll do it though."
might bet it was the late Babe take up the sport.
"I mean it," Hayes insisted. invited Hayes to his home.
"What a lot of people don't
Zaharias,
Hayes
not only a golfer but
at
Top
Form
Hayes,
winner of two Gold
"I was a centerfielder."
Sam Blair turned the book a fine all-around woman realizs is that Rod Laver will
"That offer," Staubach Medals in the 1964 Olympics at
probably make more than
over to Bobby Hayes before athlete.
needled, "how much was it, a Tokyo, was particularly intri$300,000 this year," she says.
But
the
answer
is
Billie
Jean
Sunday's
game.
On
the
flyleaf
gued
by one of the books in
hundred dollars?"
That's good. Also bad.
King.
Blair's library
—the
1968 Bob Paul had written:
Hayes laughed.
Her
earnings prove to young
She
made
$115,000
by
"Best regards to a guy who
Olympic edition.
Preferred Football
November of 1971 before taking ladies a woman can do well in
ran
9.1
for
the
first
time
and
Fire
Destroyed
Books
"I never even coankldred It,"
professional tennis. They also
then went on to bigger things in a few days off to tend to perhe said. "All I wanted to do "'This is fantastic," he said
sonal
matters
and
publicize
show
that men still Make three
athletics."
leafing through the pages.
was play football."
future Virginia Slims women's times as much in tennis, so
Bobby
Hayes
is
22
and
says
"You
got
one
like
it
in 1964,
tour naments.
That's exactly what Bobby
although she's only 5-4, Billie
he's running faster 40's now
How did a $100,000 year come Jean King speaks out on tennis
Hayes is doing now —Roger didn't you?" Blair asked him. than when
he was breaking about
for the daughter of a issues and even finds herself
Staubach isn't doing half badly "Never," Hayes said.
world records for Florida A&M. Long Beach
fireman"
himself —and there you have Blair said he'd take care of
identifying more and more with
"A sprinter doesn't reach his
"The only reason I was able Women's Lib.
two of the reasons the Cowboys that oversight. He got in touch
peak until he's 30," Hayes to win so much money this year
"I do follow it. now," she
have won their last six in a with Bob Paul, information
claims.
is that it was there," put up by says, although "I didn't used
row, nailed down a playoff spot director for the U.S. Olympic
He's got Roger Staubach the Virginia Slims sponsors, to. I. think
we are a part of
and look better than anyone Committee here, and Paul had
convinced.
she says.
Women's Lib in that we are
else around insofar as a super some sad news. A fire in
"The guy," says the Cow"Normally, I break my back trying to provide an opbowl berth is concerned.
committee headquarters three boys' quarterback, "is simply to earn $30,000 a year. Now
I portunity for young women to
They looked so good demo- years ago had destroyed all fantastic!"
break my back arid am able to have a career in sports."
lishing the New York Giants
Seventeen years ago, Billie
42)44., Ssm!• -.• 'xi fact, that a
Jean saved $7.50 to buy her first
good portion of those in the
tennis racket. Since then she's
crowd of 62,815 began heading
won three singles, seven
for the exits shortly after the
doubles,and two mixed doubles
end of the third quarter.
titles at Wimbledon before
Most of those who departed
being eliminated in the
early were Giants' partisans, of
Wimbledon semis this year by
By JOE ST. AMANT
yarder to Jefferson at 5:57 in of 44 passes (38 per
course.
Evonne Goolagong, 20, of
cent)
for
LOS ANGE -E-S (UPI) —the third quarter and the
Staubach'. Good Day
219 yards and one touchdown — Australia.
They had seen plenty. More George Allen believes football Redskins were ahead 31-10. a three-yard toss to Bob
Four years ago, when she
Klein.
than enough. They had seen is mainly a game of emotionsrrhat was the decisive TD.
Rookie coach Tommy Prothro wortithe Nationals and was still
Redskins' fine Record
Staubach hit Hayes with a nifty but you get a quarterback who
was understandably quiet after considered an "amateur," she
upset the tennis establishment
46-yard scoring pass the secbnd connects on 73 per cent of his Curtis Knight contributed a 52 the loss.
by admitting she netted $8,000
-yard field goal, his personal
time the Cowboys got their passes and that helps.
"We had a bad football game
at tennis although amateurs
Allen has brought the Wash-]record, in addition to five extra
hands on the ball and then in
and they had a good one," he
ington
Redskins
back
from
thepothts.
Kilmer
hit Clifton said. "That's the way it goes." aren't supposed to make money
the second period, they had
at tennis. A definite, no-no.
seen the Texas invaders pump dead, you might say. They had McNeil with a 32-yard touchdown
He said he knew the Rams
said,'You know lam a pro
pass, Larry Brown scored on a were uptight
up their margin to 28-0 after a record of 6-8 last season.
but he couldn't and make a living playing
Now
they
have
clinched
a
ne-yard
run, and Speedy loosen them.
Staubach and Hayes made
tennis.'"
place in the Super Bowl Duncan intercepted a Roman
connection on an 85-yarder.
A Gracious Victor
She also said, "The public
Roger Staubach didn't have a playoffs as the National Foot- abriel pass and ran it back 46
He was questioned about the has a right to know." They're
ball
Conference
"wild
card"
—
ards
to
a
touchdown
with just decision in the second quarter buying the tickets, she says.
bad day at all with 10 out of 14
for 232 yards and three the second place team with the 24 seconds left.
to go for a first down rather
A year before that, a national
The Redskins' record is the than a field goal
touchdowns. Bobby Hayes was best record —9-3-1.
on fourth and tennis magazine ran a picture
The
Redskins
got
their
ninth
club's
best
since
the 1942 one at Washington 18. Gabriel of a happy-go-lucky Billie Jean
his chief accomplice, grabbing
four passes for 154 yards and win Monday night before a Washington team that was 10-1 tried a rollout to his right but on its cover page.'
sellout crowd of 80,402 by and
won the NFL title. was held for no gain
two TD's.
But last September she and
by his old
After the ball game was over, beating the Los Angeles Rams Washington has one more teammate, Jack Pardee, and opponent Rosemary Casals of
game, against Cleveland next the Skins took the
Roger Staubach was pinned up 38-24.
ball on San Francisco were less than
Kilmer's 3 TD's
Sunday. If Dallas should lose downs. The score was
against the wall on the side of
tied at 10
Billy Kilmer, an underrated its last game to St. Louis, the at the time.
Isis locker answering at least
passer and quarterback, con- Redskins could finish atop the "I will
100 questions.
probably do that most
Bobby Hayes, who has better nected on 14 of 19 passes for 246 NFC east.
of the time in that situation,'
yards
and three touchdowns.
The loss dropped the Rams a said Prothro. "I thought we
Moves, managed to get inside
The victory was set for half game behind the San could
his locker where he succeeded
make it."
In combing his hair, putting on Kilmer, a former UCLA star Francisco 49ers in the NFC
Allan was a gracious victor.
who
played
many a game on West but they are not yet out of "We showed tremendous
his street clothes and not
chaforgetting the book before the same coliseum turf and also contention in the race to the racter," he said. "We've shown
for
Allen,
whom
the
Bowl.
Super
Rams
fired
leaving the clubhouse
great character all year to
last year and for eight ex-Rams The Rain record is 7-5-1 while overcome
adversities. The
now with Washington.
the 49ers are 8-5. If the Rams Rams are a fine football team.
The book was seven years old
Kermit Alexander, an old beat Pittsburgh, their final foe, We know we
and looked it. The title on the
beat a good
UCLA teammate, intercepted a they could win the division if — football team.
I have no
cover said simply —1964 U.S.
Kilmer pass in the first quarter and that's a big if —the 49ers bitterness
... I'm just glad to
Olympic Book —and from the
way Hayes clutched it heading and ran it back 82 yards to a lose to Detroit.
touchdown.
Gabriel, rated a smoother Allen said the Redskins
for the team bus you'd blink it
Kilmer made up for that passer than Kilmer, has looked played their
best game since
was the Hope diamond.
quickly with a 70-yard bomb to a lot better than he did against Oct. 3 when they beat
The reason he did goes back
Dallas 20
Roy Jefferson. He tossed a five- the Skins. He completed only 17 -16.
Duncan's Final TD
The Rains were six-point
favorites.
They got 10 points in the first
Man-styled comfort for your favorite man
quarter on Alexander's runback
and David Ray's 32-yard field
goal but the Redskins scored 17
points in the second quarter to
zero for the Rams. Washiuton
led 24-10 at the half.
Klein recovered a Redskin
COMFY SLIPPERS
fumble to set up his own TD
pass from Gabriel atop a 59yard march at 12-04 in the third
period. The Rams narrowed the
gap to 31-17 and then in the last
Black
period Willie Ellison scored on
a one-yard shot at the end of a
Brown
69-yard march. Then it was 3124 before Duncan scored the
final touchdown.
Ellison went in to the k1a me
OPERA
with a rushing total of 929,
-• 4 I • 71 to make it 100,4ê
got only 48 yards on 12 carries
and fractured a rib at that

Redskins Clinch Playoff •
Berth With Win Over LA Rams
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BOWLING
STANDINGS

Standings

MAGIC TR
Bowling League

NFL Standings
By United Press international
happy-go-lucky when they Johnson* Grocery
American Conference
44 12
walked off the court during key Ezells Beauty School
41 15
East
NH CA
361
/
2 19,/,
play in the Pepsi Pacific South- Murray
3)/
w. L. T. Pct.
Insurance Agn
1
2 24/
1
2
west Open Tennis Cham- Murray Muffler Service 281
/
2 y-13altunore
/
2 271
10 3 0 769
Owens
Food Market
pionships in Los Angeles when
25 31 y-Mianu
9 3 1 750
Scones
24
32
she and Rosey became inJerrys Restaurant
5 8 0 .385
211
/
2 14/
1
2 New England
creasingly upset over a Bank of Murray
17 39 NY Jets
5 8 0 385
Krogers
linesman's calls.
11 45
Buffalo
1 12 0 077
High Team Game (SC)
Such action can bring a fine
Johnsons Grocery
787
Central
and-or suspension by the U. S. Johnsons Grocery
781
W. L T. Pct.
Lawn Tennis Association, but Ezells Beauty School
731
x-Cleveland
8 5 0 .615
suspension or no, Billie Jean Bank High Team Game (HC)
of Murray
1026 Pittsburgh
6 7 0 462
says, the Virginia Slims ioonsons Grocery
991
4 9 0 308
Johnsons Grocery
tournaments will go on.
985 Cincinnati
High Team Series (Sc)
Houston
3 9 1 250
Other girl pro tennis stars
Johnsons Grocery
2256
"have decided to support us," Ezells Beauty School
West
2182
W. L T. Pct.
she says, and one tennis reform Murray Muffler Service
1914
High Team Series (HC)
she and other girls want is to
x-Kansas City
9 3 1 750
Johnsons Grocery
2868
see the use of paid tennis of- Ezells Beauty School
7 4 2 636
2003 Oakland
Bank of Murray
ficials.
2785 San Diego
6' 7 0 462
High Ind. Game (SC)
"This is what we hope for.
Denver
4 8 1 .333
Norma Bennett
217
But right now we're in a Marilyn Parks
National Conference
180
transitional period," she says. Wanda Nance
180
East
High Ind. Game (HC)
Besides, the girls echo, it's
W. L T Pct.
Betty
Parrish
taken so long for the girls to
233
y-Dallas
769
10 3
Norm,.
Bennett
223
organize, you can imagine how
y-Washington
9 3
750
High Ind Series (SC)
long it will take officials.
5 7
417
Hodge
513 Philadelphia
Right now, she and Rimy Mildred
Norma Bennett
502 St. Louis
4 8
333
have dominated the Virginia Wanda Nance
479
NY Giants
4 9
308
High Ind Series (HC)
Slims tournaments, Billie Jean
Norma Bennett
Central
649
winning 18 of 24 events in 1971. Betty Parrish
627
W. L. T Pct.
But there are "100 good Mildred Hodge
621
x-Minnesota
10 3
769
High Averages
women (players) in the world.
Marilyn Parks
160 Detroit
7 5
538
In tennis, more of the same Wanda
Nance
152
Chicago
6 7'
462
people do win in golf," she Mildre Hodge
150
4 7 2 364
agrees. "Rut ia.say five or 10 Betty Dixon
Betty Riley
lit
years, tennis will be saturated Barbara Alexander
West
142
like golf.
W. L. T. Pct.
"Young people will raise the
San Francisco
8 5 0 .615
standards," Billie Jean says,
Los Angeles
7 5 1 .583
NEW
RACING
RULE
and more and more girls will
Atlanta
6 6 1 500
PARIS
(UPI)
—The Internapick up winner's checks.
New Orleans
4 7 2 364
Commission
-For instance, Rod Laver for tional Sporting
x-clinched division title.
three or four years won almost ( CSI) announced Monday a y-inclinches playoff spot
every tournament..Now you see compulsory refueling stop for
Monday's Results
a new winner almost every all Formula One cars in 1973 Washington
38 Los Angeles 24
Grand Prix auto races.
week," B.'J. added.
(Only game scheduled
Financial goals satisfied,
The move was designed as a
Saturday's Games
Billie Jean may play for about safety measure since all cars
St. Louis at Dallas
two more years. Slie'd like to will be forced to start with
(Only game scheduled!
win Wimbledon once again.
smaller amounts of fuel to
Sunday's Games
lessen risks of fire.
Atlanta at New Orleans
But she's helping Women's
Buffalo at Kansas City
tennis get recognition, and YACKEL'S NEW JOB
equal purses."Fans appreciate
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (UPI) Cincinnati at NY Jets
the top pro athletes and women — Newly appointed athletic Cleveland at Washington
are now part of that group," director Paul Giel Sunday Detroit at San Francisco
she says.
named Ken Yackel as tempora- Green Bay at Miami
of the Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
coach
••If I can make somebody ry hockey
Minnesota at Chicago
happy by just hitting a ball over University of Minnesota. Yack- New England at Baltimore
Sonincr,
Glen
replaced
41,
el,
a net," Billie Jean King says,
who resigned to become coach- Denver at Oakland
"it makes me happy.
Philadelphia at NY Giants
"It is the ultimate I can general manager of the new San Diego
at Houston
World Hockey Association's St.
give."
(Only games scheduled)
Paul franchise.
Team

W .L

Opening Thursday
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ASTRO CAR WASH

JEWELRY

(On Chestnut Street Opposite Lissiter Auto Sales)

* OPENING SPECIAL *

FREE CAR WASH

with any fill-up of gasoline

Standard Gasoline at Prevailing Prices

Get A Real Car Wash Thursday!

- Expresso

2 TO FARM CLUB
PHILADELPHIA (UP!I
The Philadelphia Flyers sent
right winger Pierre Plante and
defenseman Jknmy Mair to
their Richmond farm club in
the American Hockey League
Monday on a 24-hour recall
basis

fledged

beyond

blue-whitf

HUSSAR

iimulated
le in beauty
3ther

Spice

inently for
if color

V
‘P71
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DORADO
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ALAMO
SI-10E STORE

D ow n tow r),

Murray

5 GIANTS INJURED
NEW YORK (UPI)
The
New York. Giants said Monday
that injuries will force five
players out of next Sunday's
final game against the Philadelphia Eagles.
Rich Houston is out with a
fractured left cheekbone, Spider
Lockhart suffered a broken left
shoulder in Sunday's game with
Dallas, Bobby Duhon has torn
cartilage in his left knee, Doug
Van Horn has torn ligaments in
his left kpee and Junior Coffey
is out wItll8 bruised left thigh.

1. Nylon brushes clean your windows.
2. Nylon brushes clean the front, back, sides
and rocker panels of your car.
3. Special brushes clean your tires.
4. Special equipment cleans car top.
5. Rinse water contains wax.
6. Blowers remove excess water.
Everything Is Completely Automatic From Start To Finish!

Astro Car Wash
Larry Ryan, Operator

Sandy Outland, Gas Pump Operator
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Monetary system
looks to metals
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service

Cornell visualizes the picture.
Many mines and mills would
open. Recovery of metals from
the sea would be expedited. A
whole new approach to
seawater conversion might be
a fallout, and uranium supplements could be derived from
seawater in the form of
deuterium and tritium.
Cornell, who confesses to
being a history buff, traced the
surplus commodities-storage
concept back through the
centuries to biblical times.
Strategic metal stockpiles, of
course, have been utilized in
modern time.
C,ornell's original thinking on
the subject dates back to the
days of Bretton Woods, when a
new monetary system based on
gold at $35 an ounce was
created. The year was 1944_
Cornell was in military service,
stationed in Labrador with
time to think.
He is starting to push the idea
now into national political
channels because he feels "its
time has come."

Wall Street
Chatter

SPACE AGE REPORT

Amchitka blast foes
will be back again

Congress brushed aside the
By FRANK MAC UMBER
ce Writer
Military-Aerospa
that they were pushing the
fact
With most of the world's
Copley News Service
States back into the
United
leading currencies floating
The controversial mile-deep pack so far as aeronautical
against one another groping for
nuclear blast at Amchitka research and development is
consensus valuation that shifts
is history However, concerned — for the first time
Island
world's
the
from day to day,
of the same en- since the Wright brothers flew
some
monetary authorities might do
vironntentalist forces which at Kitty Hawk. Now, for the
worse than entertain unusually
attempted to block it already time being, Britain and France
bold and innovative thoughts
are at work trying to'head off with their Concorde and the
the
solving
at
directed
future underground atomic test Russians with their TU-144
monetary dilemma.
explosions.
supersonic airliners have
If so, they might want to hear
These groups are not the true center stage.
from Sidney Cornell.
ermronmentalists who want to
This seemed unimportant to
Cornell has devised a an for
forests and rivers and the enemies of the SST, with
save
He
a new global money system.
wildlife from the depredations their incredible claims that the
calls it polymetathsm. In a
the human animal. They are sonic boom would destroy
of
newly copyrighted publication,
more in thn mold of rebels homes and other property, in
Cornell explains how it would
seeking a cause, for political some mysterious way change
make use of 40 metals to back a
reasons or otherwise.
the earth's atmospheric
interchangeable
universally
The same kind of so-called
metabolism and perhaps even
money unit.
widespread skin cancer
environmentalists who shouted
cause
The metals would be stored
against the Amchitka blast, among the world's population.
by individual countries to serve
These were some of the same
even though it was a vital phase
as currency-backing reserves,
environmentalists
development of a U. S.
self-styled
the
in
with intrinsic value, somewhat
apparently saw no
system,
missile
antiballistic
who
on the order of gold but with a
significance in the fact that the
cried out, too, against
troader spectrum of practical
development of an American
Uniten States had to test the
potential
transport.
supersonic
nuclear warhead of the Spartan
Louisville,
of
18,
Mitchell.
40
GIRL—Beverly
the
metals
In other words,
IDEAL FRESHMAN
Amof
the
case
the
in
As
rocket if the nation's Safeguard
State
would invite uses within HOSPITAL STRIKE
has been named the Ideal Freshman Girl at Murray
chitka protests, some scientists
antiballistic missile system
themselves under conditions YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (UPI)
University: She was presented Thursday night at the annual
loaned their prestige to the
development were to move
or
one
in
develop
freshman
A
might
that
dormitories
women's
the
in
Christmas parties
—A strike by service workers Tight against the SST. That
forward.
another country.
cheerleader. Miss Mitchell is a 1971 graduate of Shawnee High
at two inurectnar nospitaLs has time they helped to lead to its
Some oi cirr
"Polymetallism is consistent shoctened the recovery periods
School in Lonisville, and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
demise.
arguments were specious
Inthe
of
the
proposals
with
Mitchell
Miss
major,
English
An
Ase
Glendora
335
of
Dickey
for half of their patients.
The Amchitka test proved the
beyond belief. Those who
ternational Monetary Fund
Ives in Regents Hall. She served for three years as junior varsity
About 400 of the 800 patients fears of the environmentalists
widespread sonic
predicted
nations,"
member
118
with
its
and varsity cheerleader at Shawnee. The selection of Ideal
at North Side and South Side were exaggerated. There were
boom damage, for example,
Cornell said. "The IMF hopes
Freshman Girl is made annually by the Women's Student
sent home over no earthquakes triggered by
ignored the government's
to implement a global unit of hospitals were
Government Association, the residence ball directors, and the
five-megaton blast some
insistence that SSTs would be
useful to all its I the weekend when the service the
currency
Dean of Women's office
walked off the job and 6,000 feet below the earth's
prohibited from flying over
(Wilson Woollty Photo)
members for trade and con- workers
set up picket lines which halted surface. Nor were there tidal
inhabited land masses at
vertibility."
had
predicted.
waves, as some
speeds faster than sound until
Cornell recalled that in 1969 deliveries.
science and engineering had
Only patients classified as There were only harmless
the IMF created special
cracks in the earth above
found a way to both muffle the
drawing rights i SDRs i to noncritical —ambulatory or ground
Wildlife
zero.
boom and blunt its impact.
supplement gold and the dollar, patients scheduled for dls)destruction was low.
While supporters of the
home,
sent
—were
soon
charge
which were considered by some
In the case of the SST,
American SST lost their battle,
monetary authorities no longer hospital spokesmen said.
the
however,
environin a sense they had the last
FRANKFORT, Ky—The nature by the Food and Drug able to accommodate the rapid
mentalists won out, at
word recently when French
„
executive director of the Citizens Adnunistrati
growth of world trade and huge EARTHQUAKE
least for now. Because.of the
Transport Minister Jean
Commission on Consumer
international account setBERKELEY, Calif UPI) — political overtones of the SST
told the National
Protection, Robert L. Caum- "Since December 1970," said tlements.
A pair of small earthquakes debatte, Washington's Chamant
Assembly in Paris that the
raisar, has urged shoppers to use C,aummisar, "141 playthings
"These SDRs, also called shook San Francisco's East Bay
lawmakers either believed or
Concorde has made countless
common sense and caution when have been removed from the 'paper gold,' were created by Saturday, rattling windows but
pretended to heed the warnings supersonic flights over French
not
and
this
do
pen
a
toys
of
the
stroke
selecting Christmas
doing little damage.
market as hazardous subthat a faster-than-sound
territory and nobody on the
really represent gold in
year, although he notes there
Residents along the Hayward airliner would visit havoc upon
even
ground apparently
reserve," Cornell noted.
are probably fewer dangerous
the Oakland-San the earth and the atmosphere noticed.
Fault in
created
IMF
the
"Last
year
Christthis
market
on
the
toYS
Lenadro Hills reported feeling as well.
He said no one apparently
Toys included in last year's $34 billion of SDRs, which
mas than last
he temblors, which registered
They killed the SST on
heard a sonic boom when the
toy averages out to about $2 pe
with
ballons
were
alert
Caumrrusar pointed out that
2.75 and slightly lower on the grounds just as flimsy as those needle-nosed jetliner flew over
which could easily be person in the member counaccidents are the main cause of whistles
which took the Amchitka issue France at twice the speed of
Richter Scale.
from the ballon, babys' tries.
children's deaths each year and dislodged
the way to the U.S. sound — about 1,500 miles-perall
and a magnetic drawing
"Polymetathsrn can provide
Court. But the hour — at an altitude of 52,000
Supreme
sown a toy is the child's constant rattles
bath made of plastic, ar- a larger amount secured by a
iacientists arid engineers who feet.
WALLET STOLEN
companion misuse may result in board
may
Nations
reserve.
Inetal
pro)ectiles,
•
pointed
with
ticles
Ras* Carlisle of White Hall insisted a supersonic airliner
Though Cannikan — code
tragedy.
ironing and cooking sets, cap wish to continue storing gold Dormitory, Murray
fleet would not change the face name for the Amchitka atomic
State
Last year, the commission
their
on
done
be
can
and this
guns and molding toys.
of the globe had no chance to explosion — provided the last
alerted Christmas shoppers of
own decision under the University, reported to Murray prove their arguments.
word in that dispute, Atomic
Police
on
Saturday
Department
several toys on the market which Caummisar suggested con- proposed
polymetallism
Fortunately, the Supreme Energy Commission officials
at 3:37 p.m. that his wallet,
were said to be of hazardous sumers should carefully read all system."
Court allowed the Atomic
Metals Cornell proposes for containing five dollars, was Energy Commission to prove say it might not be necessary to
labels and avoid toys with a long
detonate another underground
stolen
from
the
locker
football
the
are
as
reserves
storage
list of cautions. He also warned
that the merchants of fear were nuclear blast for years to come
room at MSU sometime between
that shoppers should buy only following:
case.
dead wrong in that
Cannikan apparently told
antimony, 1:30 and 2:20 p.m. Saturday.
Aluminum,
toys with non-toxic paint. "If the
The SST foes in and out of
cadmium,
bismuth,
beryllium,
toy has a fabric on it, make sure
calcium, chromium, cobalt,
The Interim Committee on the material is fireproofed," he columbium, copper, gallium,
Highways and Traffic Safety has added.
germanium, indium, iridium,
prefiled for introduction to the
lithium,
lead,
iron,
buying
General Assembly a bill that A precaution when
magnesium, manganese,
would make it illegal for electrical toys is to make certain mercury, molybdenum, nickel,
Inotonest to flee when ordered to both the toy and cord bear the osmium, palladium, platinum,
Underwriter's Laboratory seal of rhodium, rhenium, selenium,
gop by Police
The bill carries a penalty of 5 to approval. The seal means that silicon, silver, tantalum,
00 days in jail or a $25 to $500 fine the toy =Bets acceptable stan- tellurium, thallium, thorium,
for violation.
dards of safety from fire and tin, titanium, tungsten,
The cotrunittee also prefiled a electric shock.
vanadium,:Inc and sirconiwn.
bill raising from $100 to $200 the
"Polymetallism can be
Shoppers wanting a full list of proposed as a basis for SDRs or
amount of damage which would
require reporting an accident to banned toys, including the name any other new global mit of
and nature of the hazard, can currency," Cornell suggested.
the state
Another bill prefiled would write Consumer Inquiries, Food "Metals are produced by most
provide insurance coverage for and Drug Achnirdstration, 5600 nations. Those which do not
state employees driving state- Fishers lane, Rockville, Md., have metals can trade their
and
agricultural
basic
20152.
owned automobiles.
manufactured commodities for
.411=1.011E0.0 Ai*all..04110,0iMP-01111WO.amor0 4Enwoai metals."
0
Underdeveloped nations,
Cornell said, would have a
(Fee Seater CHM=)
State Appreved and Licensed
great opportunity to trade
I* be apes January 1, wiz
products and build up reserves.
3
a Benefits would accrue in
Write to Box No. 2, Murray,Ky.for Reservation
how eimm
ismooimp.oIowa ameroamo.0 ow O0
several directions, the way

Shopper Caution Urged
When Buying Playthings

Bill Would Penalize
Fleeing From Police

PAnn

YORK (UPI r —The
NEW
stock market's technical indica,
tors are "unanimously and
vigorously favorable," accord
scientists all they needed to ing to Wright Investors' Ser
know about the performance of vice.
the Spartan nuclear warhead
The firm also notes the
and its ability to destroy "federal Reserve Board is
spaceborne enemy warheads
finally showing signs of joining
zeroing in on U. S. targets from
the rest of the country in
space.
getting the economy going
again" by lowering the margin
LIGHTS
AND
LUTHER
requirement and increasing
NEW YORK (UPI) — Martin open market purchases of
Luther was probably the first government securities.
person to light a Christmas
tree by placing candles on it
Devon Securities finds signs
for his children - "to bring
that economic activity already
the stars indoors."
is starting to move forward for
1972.
ELECTRICAL SAFETY
The outlook for profits could
CHICAGO (UPI) — For be favorable if labor is not
safety, be one-handed with the permitted to implement its will
water-electricity contacts in the In Phase H of the wage-price
kitchen, the National Safety determination, the firm said.
Council cautions. That means
avoid touching an electrical
E. F. Hutton di Co. sees the
current source with one hand
dominated by technical
market
ground,
a
contact
you
while
engaged in a battle
and
factors
such as a water faucet, with
the other. And also, disconnect of opposing forces. On one side
appliance cords at wall outlets. are many unsatisifed buyers
Dangling electric cords remain and nervous shorts; on the
energized — and deadly -if they other is "the extreme overbought condition of the market
fall info water.
following the recent 15-cia
runup, the firm said.
CARD ANNIVERSARY
NEW YORK (UPI) — This
year marks the 94th anniversary
of Christmas cards in the
United States. The first American cards were made by a
German immigrant,Louis Prang,
of Roxbury, Mass.
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
legend of Santa,Claus, his reindeer and his visit via chimney
has ancient origins. The belief
that Santa has a reindeer-drawn
sleigh and enters houses through
the chimney comes from Scandinavia. It developed from a
Norse legend about the goddess
Hertha, who rode on a reindeer's back. Her appearance in
the fireplace in midwinter
brought good luck to the home.
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PARIS STORES
ARE NOW OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.
For Your Shopping Convenience
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Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter. , for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clur showing the book of the Bible from which it
is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONI,Y
THREE 0)verses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK. ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart. and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

Man gm that ('au •••• 1141 tt./,
rhat welt Me ear/ rha,1 It Fri Ifte
heaven ProeirrW 7 wad 9

KING
WARD

advertisement carries your name

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Holy Bible

The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appeArkwo 4141---040
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on Which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

P.M.
lenience

IS ASSOC. t
v.

Highway 6414
Central Shopping

Center

Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T-Bone Steak
Mon— Sirloin

FRAY CUNNINGHAM
1402 Sycamore 5,
Murray, Ky

'om.1
lt ••er.

•-• n. I woO • Jr,.
•.:,eel

BEAUTY SHOP
Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753 1682

DOLL I E CLARK
Rte I Box 316
Murray Kentucky

ad keep ham In perfect pen. a
:douse mad a• aowd on thee kvssawr
I,. trawled* an thee between laced* 25

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

S. 12th Street

•

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered, a
separate contest.

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071
The L.ord ltwth. and blessed he ma
rock. anti exalted be the God of the
rock of my salvation between !
Samuel 20and 23

Darnall Marine
Sales & Service
riignway 94
7S3-3734 or 7534693
GERALD McCUISTON
Rte 5 Box 419
Murray, Ky.

Gave ear, Ow heavens. egad I
wall
apple, and be 0earth, the words
of
my emote berme% Deeteresomy
ceri 11

Mv wul folloueth
.1a , -.the 54,61

TAr renteent shall return. even tke
remnant nf Jacob 'tato the might*,
Ong behave /amok 9and 1 1

Sant' atm

La, mg Wadi /0. ham, and wehrn0
aateh winedeing out ti/Ala mouth. that
they might strum Aim between Luke
11 wed IS.

This is a great mayskey• he speak
conrermang Christ end the church
Fktuven Ephraim,4 egad6

Z
TUCKER TV

#1
ff_e_r
o

South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131

INSURED
UP TO
$20,000

Mo.

Blessed are the undefiled in Ow way
lain walk an Ow lam of the
Lord broom Psalm 119 and IW

ct coB

Coldwater Road8.
Five Points
753-2900
19 years service experience

MORAY BRANCH
Federal Savings & Loan

CAL .; IN GIBSON
Route 2
Hazel, Ky

JAY PITTMAN
SO2 Olive St.
Murray, Ky.

304 E. Main St
LISA WORKMAN

Route 1
Murray, Ky.

.4 tad Wad went on. and
grams
one the Lord Godattaott•unaveal
call
Sum between II Samuel f and
7

belburd of 1.4 Lo,-1 shall davaria
1n sa,r*
,y by Hiy bees*. peek,
'
enema y.72 and Si'

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER
Slnger

You may receive your
Award at Main Office

LOUISE MASSEY
512 R SO 12th St
Murray, Ky.

RONNIE MARTIN
Route 6
Murray, Ky.

Then Peter began to .ay unto CH
Lo up haw left all. and Saw followed
dare !Waren Mark 10 wad 13

BOO Chestnut St
Murray, Ky
Call 7534150

Ma wt. tau su tie

CORVETTE LANES
10 Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mgr.
4-00-11-00 Daily
12 30 11 COO Sunday

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

"The idols of Pe Walken are same
mud gold, the mere al menu hands '
hewn", Psalms 133 and 136

Israel return aim," the Lord the,
God. for thou heel (ellen b.,
,n
unsay benoren Joel land

MOP i••0.1.0111.

& Implement Co.

BOBBY BRANDON
120 Spruce St.
Murray, Ky

A. WALLACE
314 S. 15th St.
Murray, Ky.

MICHIEL MORRISON
Kirksey, Ky

MRS. BESSIE SILLS
407'S. Oh St.
Murray, Ky.

ToGadortfvuuse,kee • s -2,
Jelut (Ana /Drew. OA"- "Ae•
Roman. 14 and 16

READ
YOUR

••

I L7
AI

Southside Shopping Center

STOKES TRACTOR

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
Funeral Home

loodala
i

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way".

,CARROLL VW
Incciporated

—041 ••
Of v0.0
S•AOLGT.

Sales & Service
641 Super Shell

AO the uoys of a "tartrate clean in
own can. but the Lord weigheth the
.
spirits between Prr,,e.1

asJieN CI

HANDCRAFTED

BANK OF MURRAY

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

-Fine Food Foi
Fine Folks."

SHARON K. BODEY
Route 1
New Concord, Ky.

God's
Word
Is
Love

ND

gest Smiling C ;a

1 ES

KUT 'N KURL
JiV
lbu

STEAK HOUSE .
In person at the business whose

Name Address

Boxes

AO

your Bibles by appearing

ENTER NOW!
1

As the heart pasUeth aiter the water
lin•ls. so par61418 His, Arad after the.
0.4 heft...A Plaints *land 44

Winners: You may receive

-•

A

REE

713 S. 4th St
Murray, Ky.
Phone 75344100

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week
Murray's One Stop
Sewing center
Bel-Air Shopping Center
ANGIE TABERS
Farmington, Ky.

DEBORAH TUCKER
Farmington, Ky

BIBLE
641 SOUTH

Mena 753-4175
NURRAy xr

Roy English R. Ph.
Byron Forbes R. Ph.

DAILY

U.S. 641 North
Phone-502-753-32110
BARRY CANTER
Route 1
Murray, Ky

SAFE T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

CAROLE SIMS
1502 Clayshire Or,
Murray, Ky.

MICHAEL DAVIS
514 S. 7th St.
Murray, Ky.

•

also Soloman wtteth Oft the.
•-ine of the k anedom between I
Kings land

Riches profit not an the /eye/ wrath
But ragkteouemess delearretk fro,
death between Peewees 9end

Prepare
for
Tomorrow
Read
Your
Bible

American
FIN Motors

CAIN & TREAS
006 Coldwater Rd.
753-6441

Pri

Keisei J.r,

DORIAN L. TURNER
Route 1
New Concord, Ky

Tie-. IS, Scotts go ant', den ,between
remain an their pion
06 and .79 ,

union

WIGGINS

OWEN FOOD

2 mi. on 441 N
Phone 753-4564
Open 0,00-5:30
6 Days a Week

ROBBIE SLHROADER
Route 1
AIM°, KY

Weal good wall doing service. an to the
Lord, wad not Si men beaspra EpAr
pans 1 met 6

Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office

LULA B. MILLED
Rte 2 Box 62
Murray, Ky

CAROL LEE CHRISTENBERRY
Route 1
Murray, Ky.

1407 Main 1534652
BOOprh
Open 7 00 Lt.
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
•S125'

UNIROYAL

t"d
THE RAIN Tip

nal he went out from thence. and
come trek* has own flowery. anal Si.
dila-spies follow ham between ca
Merl5 and

0 Lore, remain',!
, thy throne from
generation to generation "
OlInci between Lamer' haw 5
and 5
•-•,x,

uniewtid to heat on nme
sabbath do s
Found bet.
Mottt,ee It and
13.
IS

"And

w•-•
HsOashippet1

now Ham, they
but Some

doubted '
Found betweIr m 'thew V and

our lor,t•
Dos.o,

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1409
MRS.CHRISTINERAITERREE
712 Elm St.
Murray, Ky.

LOIS CURD
Hazel, Ky

•

LA
,
truction and marry an an their
answ between ROOM*/ 2and

Ha merry and t,•th Inoqutty as
purged and Av the fear of the Lord
Men de part from eat betaa•• P•26Hirt 14 and 17

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

MARKET, Inc.

Hot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture

BFGood rich

4nd thr Lord toad Hear what the
unwed today with between Luke 17
and 19

ES

FURN. CO.

Master Tire Service
Coldwater Road
Ilnlnn Oil Dealer

ma pen
and lea an Me rock for ear,' Meow.'
14 Mara 20

OA Ow•were /mien wall On
I.'

'Ye shall know Mat I am the
Lord "
Found bets, n E 1e5nt1 6 and•

•
' For GOO S.
1 PI,Son ,n1c
the wort(' .0 c....pe•-n the world.
but Ma' the wiN So IhrOvrah Him
might be saved "
F •.0.1 between John 2 and 4

JANE ANN TURNER
1620 Loch Lomond
Murray, Ky

is not the GOO Of the deed.

Nut the GOO Of the
living"

Found between Mark 12 and 14.

le •••••• •

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
S7, 5
,k

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES

-ith

HUGHES

MURRAY SPORT

PAINT
,
STORE

& MARINE

.isr

ornointo a sr-,

ENDA FAKER
.• •

On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 441 N. S miles
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-6
•

NATALIE NEWSOME
Route 1
Farmington, Ky

401 Maple St.
Phone 7533642

Evirtrude—Glastron
Tidecraft
RolarKraft—Starcraft Boat
Campers
Complete Service
71$ South 4th
Murray

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.
604 S 7th St
Phone (5021 753 7114

CCHIMV PAINTS

DATSUN
Sedans-Wagons-Vick ups
Sport cars

DEBBIE PARKER
516 S. 0th St.
Murray, Ky.

-ar
MRS ', ,

A

BEASLEY
'VAT

Murray, Ky.

Home nf Colony Paints

JA.CKJE MAUPIN
Route $
Murray, Ky

Bucy- Parker
Lumber Co.

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency
901 Sycamore
Phone 753 7724

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy. 121 South

Concord Road
7531742
FRANCIS ST JOHN
Route 2
Murray. Ky

MRS. EDITH LEE
Box 7
Hazel, Ky.

PAULA STALLS
314 $. 15th St.
Murray, Ky
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MOTORWAYS

New models blossom
in motorcycle market
the U. S. dollar include Honda, -Thar style wheels and radial
tires Here is my question:
Suzuki
and
Yamaha,
Thee are, so many different
Kawasaki.
"You meet the nicest people
Honda got the ball rolling
kinds of wheels on the market
on a Honda."
with its "respectable" small how do I tell a good set from a
Remember that one'
bore bikes back in the late
poor set? My dealer tells me to
That's all changed now, of 1950s.
be extremely careful in my
recognized at the Triangle
RED CROSS AWARDS NIGHT-304 years of community service was
course. Folks aren't just riding
Today the world's largest selection or I might end up with
seated, are, Ann Bats
right,
to
Left
chapter.
Cross
Red
Callowav
the
but
Hondas,
problems.
that
Is
by
Sunday,
5,
Inn
Dec.
nothing but
around on
motorcycle manufacturer still
Ruby Forrest
director,
executive
Blankenship,
Jean
i•ampaign,
director, Lanette Thurman, fund
Kawasakis, Yarnahas, Suzukis, sells a rash of small eight" — F. C., California
and Irma
Falwell,
Clyzell
Garrott,
volunteer, Kathryn Glover, chairman of volunteers, Kathryn
Nortons, BMWs and on and an displacement machines, but is
A. It sure is. There are a lot of
Vaughn. directors,
concentrating on the large, marginal quality wheels on the
and on.
LaFollette, volunteers Standing, left to right are, Harvey Ellis and Leonard
gallon blood donor,
In short, the motorcycle comfortable touring bikes and
Robert V. Johnson, gallon blood donor, Henry Holton, director, Edwin Jennings,
market, particularly on the
Marge Kipp, Edna
Farrell,
Teckla
fast
and
so
director,
market has blossomed
lightweight off-road cycles for
Holmes Ellis, vice-chairman, Fleetwood Crouch,
West Coast, where they have
Avenel' Fain, volunteers.
and
Kelley
Lucille
Foster,
here in the United States that its bread and butter. Mere is a
Hilda
Taylor.
Della
McReynolds.
become a real fad. Check with
Photo By Allen Cunningham
cycle manufacturers are Motosport series ranging in
your dealer to find out what the
literally falling over them- displacement frorn 70cc on up correct "offset" is for your
selves trying to come up with to 350cc. While the Honda isn't particular model and stick with
20,751 in 1970 to 19,877 in 1971 and
the latest gimmick that will sell considered a serious contender
Kenton County where the totals
it. Steer away from two-piece
a bike.
for off-road competition
from 3118 to 3061
dropped
wheels if you can and don't turn
"I can't even keep up with because of its weight and high
In Fayette County, the 1971
extrawide wheels unless you
to
the models that we're offering center of gravity, it is extotal was 4898 offenses as comare prepared for excessive
anymore," admits Yamaha tremely popular with those who
pared with 4817 a year ago.
and tire wear. A
end
front
salesman Dave Richards, "let want a bike that is fun to rick on
Robertson County, with 10
set of "mags" will dent
decent
FRANKFORT, Ky. —Although cent and thefts over $50 were
alone what's available from the the street and in the dirt. And
offenses, had the lowest
reported
about $150 for a set
wallet
your
year-end figures will not become down by 3.3 per cent. The five
other manufacturers. And if the SL35O is even being used by
statewide
rate
four.
crime
of
available for several weeks yet, offense categories registering
you think we're confused, just some police departments to
DANCING WITH A GIRL IN A GARTER. Murray State
you
Dc)
queition
a
have
about
some
imagine what it's like for
the overall number of major
chase unwanted bikers off
University president Harry M. Sparks practices with senior coed
your car, motorcycle or crimes reported annually in increases were aggravated
PALE
poor customer on the prowl for private property.
assault( up 8.2 per cent), robbery
Christy Lowery, Waterloo, Ill., for the Yuletide Ball, a dancing
recreational
vehicle? If so, Kentucky may be leveling off.
England
W AI,TH AMER)W ,
a new machine. If he isn't
Honda's road bikes go all the
rape
forcible
cent),
per
6.5
(up
marathon Dec. 18. Sponsored by WKMS Radio and the broadYie MonMaggie
careful he could go crazy trying way up to a 750cc monster with drop a line to: MOTORWAYS,
G. (up 1.5 per cent), auto theft and ( UPI (Larry
Director
Police
State
game
basketball
home
the
after
begins
casting classes, the action
crieff was elated when she was
to choose."
a front disc brake and gobs of Copley News Service,P.O. Box Boucher said today that a recent
breaking and entering, oa.g.t up
with Oral Roberts University. Couples will compete for a $50
over- power. For the less brave, DI, San Diego, Calif. 92112.
an
be
may
That
placed second in the cakeState
the
by
compiled
report
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
0.5 per cent).
endurance prize.
statement, but it doer poirsimpr- Ukere ---iter----rortrt models
baking contest of a local
Police Bureau of Uniform Crime
SKYSCRAPER
JAPANESE
Among the more heavily Christmas Bazaar until she
the fact that the motorcycle displacing as little as 175cc.
ARMY CUTBACK
CHINESE PIP ER
TOKYO (UPI) —A 70-story Statistics revealed that the populated counties showing a
builders — particularly the
highly
been
has
Kawasaki
learned she had been defeated
be
will
army
reported
American
crimes
major
of
number
The
The first Chinese piper to
lowered crime rate were JefJapanese who account for most successful with its radical building will be built at the site
boy
pass through the Army School cut by 4,000 officers and 61,000 cycle sales in the United States three-cylinder, 500cc Mach III where wartime Premier Gen. to police statewide during the ferson County where the overall by a 9-year-old
Christopher Levoir who won
dropped
1971
of
months
nine
first
of piping at Edinburgh Castle enlisted men by next July in an
— have on the display floor an road machine. Now, there are Hideki Tojo was executed as a
nine-month total declined from the contest, said. -I baked the
by 64 offenses when compared
has enrolled for the advanced effort to preserve the force enormous array of machinery,
three-cylinder 350s and 750s as war criminal, the Japan New
entirely
up
"made
being
thing on Friday night, stuck in
SIX CITED
from
Yeung
Sgt.
for
course. He is Pipe
year's total of 46,897
ranging all the way from
well. And Kawasaki also has a City Development Center an- with last
Six persons were cited by the the plum jam on Saturday. and
Chi-Krung. 35, of the Hong of sergeants," said Robert minuscule models that fold up
period.
same
the
full line of enduro bikes going nounced today.
Froehlke, Army Secretary.
Murray Police Department on entered it."
Kong police force
in a suitcase on up to up to 350cc.
The building, which will "Despite increases in five of
Saturday and Sunday. They were
gargantuan motorcycles with
Yamaha, always in the become the tallest structure in the seven offense categories
one
V-design engines that can money in off-road competition, Japan, will be completed in measured, we were still able to two for public drunkenness,
ONE CITED
one
intoxicated,
while
driving
for
overall
the
in
decline
miles
125
a
at
report
long
cruise all day
has improved its enduro lineup 1975 at the site of the former
One person was cited for public
side,
hand
right
on
passing
for
an hour.
for 1972 with an item they call Sugamo Prison in Tokyo where total, largely because of a
drunkenness by the personnel of
While the Europeans have "torque induction" that Tojo was executed in Decem- significant drop in the number of one for no operator's license,
while in- the office of Callaway County
driving
for
one
and
been in the motorcycle reportedly automatically ber, 1949 after
he
$50"
over
thefts
and
murders
was
be
the
toxicated and illegal possession Sheriff Clyde Steele over
business since before World adjusts the air-fuel mixture Sentenced to death by the war said.
weekend.
the
been
alcohol.
of
has
it
War II,
flow into the engine. The result tribunal.
Murders were fewer by 7.2 per
Japanese who have dominated is a more even distribution of
the market in the United power. Yamaha enduro models
States. The top contenders for come in 125, 175, 250 and 360cc
displacements.
As for road bikes, Yamaha
again believes in variety. You
can pick from a peppy little
80cc model, on up through an
says
REMINGTON CHAIN SAW
all-new 250 twin and revamped
411\kip
350. And Yamaha's only fourstroke machine, the 650 XS2 is
stronger,than ever.
411.
-the MOst remold-WC - •
Per
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Dec. 11 —1 itnotorcycle available these
Milton County Sheriff Nelson days is the hot ( or cool,
Hill and Marshall County Sheriff depending on how you look at
Sam Myers were among 15 Ken- it Suzuki GT750 with its watertucky sheriffs elected to office cooled three-cylinder engine.
Designed on the premise that
in the Kentucky Sheriffs' Assonot
ciation at the annual meeting in adequate air cooling is
possible with a displacement of
more than 500cc, Suzuki inEASY TO HANDLE, FUN TO USE
The meeting was held Thurscorporated the same type of
day, Friday and Saturday.
This ifiti pound Mighty Mite Remington Chain Saw is so versaplumbing used for years on
Sheriff Myers was elected, for road and racing bikes. Besides
tile you'll use t for..
the second time, sergeant-at- its wide engine nestled between
Felling trees up to 2 feet thick
arms, and Sheriff Hill was elec- the frame tubes, the new GT
Cutting firewood
ted third vice president. Officers 750 is recogruzable by its crossTrimming, pruning, clearing brush
are selected yearly at the Asso- mounted radiator just under
Camping, summer home projects
ciation's meeting. Hill has serv- the fuel tank.
Building outdoor furniture
ed two years as sheriff, and
This easy starting lighest-of-all Remington
*
*
Myers has served 6 years.
*
Chain Saws comes fully assembled and
The
was
meeting
an
basically
features semi-automatic oiling, quiet lowFUEL STOP: The Wankel is
educational one, with instruction
tone muffler, and cushioned hand grips.
;n new methods of search and coming: Besides NSU and
When you spend mone
You'll like its light weight, easy handling, and low, low price.
seizure, juvenile problems, traf- Mazda, which already market
See it now.
of town it is gone.
out
•Irm bor a nd c ,n
General
fic control, narcotics, and dang- rotary engine cars,
It keeps traveling with
erous drugs, taught by the Ken- Motors and Citroen are
tucky Law Enforcement Bureau. showing renewed interest.
little chance of returning.
The bureau is composed of police Look for them at your dealer's
years.
four
officers, lawyers, and FBI in three or
208 E. Main
__Money spent at home stays
agents.
Phone 753-3361
at home. It returns in
During the coining yea r,
many ways. In more
Myers and Hill, along with other
Q. Do you have any
officers, will meet with the Assuccessful businesses.
suggestions for someone who
sociation to discuss legislation
nothing about
absolutely
knows
improvements, expansions
which will affect law enforcecars who is about to buy one' I
and
new construction.
ment in Kentucky.
want a new car and I like the
The association, made of 120 sporty lines of some of the
Dollars increase in value
sheriffs, ex-sheriffs, and depu- imports but I want a car that
ties, promote better law enforce- doesn't have to be laid up for
and provide more taxes
ment, stand by sheriffs, and months if something goes
that improve parks,
keep abreast of all recent legal
wrong. I am 28 and single and
playgrounds, streets
developments, according to Wilwork in the city and I don't
liam T. Pendleton, Jr., former
want to spend more than $3,500
and schools.
Sheriff and secretary of the asfor a car. Help, please? — J.
sociation.
If all purchases that could
M., New York
A. For $3,500 you have a lot of
Pendleton said pre-requisites
be made at home were
of sheriffs who take office in the cars to choose from,ranging all
made at home think of all
Association include a desire to the way from a Toyota Corolla
help the association, and to be 1200 up to a loaded Mustang.
the improvements that
creative in law enforcement For your purposes I'd stick
would be possible.
matters. The officers are elect- with something simple and
compact
If
you're worried
ed by secret ballot.
Keep home earned dollars
Speakers at the Association about service, forget it. Thanks
home owned dollars.
to
airfreight
and
improved
included Andrew P. O'Malley,
special agent in charge of the customer relations, most auto
Kentucky District of the U.S. makers are trying their
darnedest to keep the buyer
Secret Service.
happy, and that includes
The Hon. Dee Huddleson, getting replacement parts to
COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE, SHOP AT HOME
Elizabethtown, a candidate for him as swiftly as possible If
congressman, and Sen. Tom you want to buy American, try
Harris of Carroltown were also a Vega, Gremlin or a Hornet
present.
Or there are the Pinto, Opel,
The Kentucky Law Enforce- Colt and a rash of others from
ment Council of Eastern Ken- which to choose But before you
tucky University presented an sign a purchase agreement,
2
/
4 Petite Pans with covers. 1-21
endorsement at the meeting of shop around for the best price;
a bill which would allow sheriffs you may be able to save a few
qt. Sauce Pan with lid open stock
to succeed themselves. This bill bucks.
will be presented at the next
price $17.85. Corning Special price
General Assembly.
$12.88 our price close-out $9.88
Owen County Sheriff Howard
Ellis was elected president of
Q..1 want to dress up my
Pans, Tennessee
the Amsociation.
import by adding a set of
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

Crime Figures Point
To A Leveling Trend

1 IT'S HERE!

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT

MIGHTY
MITE

Two Area
Sheriffs
Get Posts

Peoples Bank

SHOP AT HOME

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Keep home earned

dollars home

$12995

I

Murray Supply
Co., Inc.

COOK A HEAD SET
CORNING WARE

owned dollars

AREit 14 .v
I Li
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Mbh11111111Milr mil
the TrLangle
Ann Hays
,uby Forrrst
.11, and Irnid
m, director,
blood donor
.
F Kipp, Edna
Cunningham

RIMIET THE AXE!

,.oir who won
baked the
light, stuck in
Saturday and

;

We just went out of our heads, and bought too many console
color TVs! Here's ymur chance to catch
us with our "prices down". Just imagine, you can now buy RCA Accucolor Consoles at the
same, or
lower prices, man the same size table model color TV. Come in today, every console color set is
marked down!

HERE IS PROOF!

HERE IS PROOF!

HERE IS PROOF!

FAMILY SIZE 20 INCH STYLES

BIG 23" SCREEN L-GlirES
YOU FULL VIEWING PLEASURE

GIANT 25" COLOR TV
LARGEST SCREEN AVAILABLE

ITtIO
uttesi for pubti•
he personnel 14
..eele

"WIFF
„/.

JUST IN TIME TO MAKE
EVERY SANTA HAPPY

677 in 1671 and
tem the totals
l to 3081
inty, the 19-'
enses as outi,
a year ag(
ity, with H
had the lowe,.
1de
TORY'
N,
England
Maggie Mon
when she was
,r1 the cakeof a local
is until she
been defeated

elf -ttr-o

Lowest price yet
for big-screen
RCA AccuColor
table model

over '-he

Big-screen
AccuColor at a
value price

$43995
Ti,, BAFNCROFT
MINCRIINI base available. oplieeel,
extra.

doleo. ordure

Outstanding color quality
yours with this big.
screen AccuColor table
model Features A.F
arid AccuTint for
fiddle -free tuning.
Powerful New Vista'
C" 3SSIS.

A full sized console, yet no more
than the above table model.

Space-saving,
AccuColor
console

TN. BRADFIELD
Model FQ 535
25' Mason& pNture

AccuColor table model TV
with the biggest size
screen you can buy
Powerful NewVistaz
chassis plus A.F T and
AccuTint for consistent
color quality.

Beautiful hand-rubbed walnut, and
lower priced than set above.,
‘411111111111011111111211111b—

ONLY!

$4669°

'428"
CI4ALFONT
GQ•561, New Vista. chAssIs
20.dlatoo•I

$54
995
Stand Opt. Extra

IS

Ti.. NILLCREST
Model FQ-5I 7
23' thagonal plcture

Vivid, lifelike color
viewing in a compact
console, at a compact
price. AccuTint for
pleasing flesh tones an
A.F T for fiddle-free
tuning conyeniFii-,r•

big-screen
AccuColor

$46
69°
With Stand

AccuColor quality
in a big-screen
table model. All
critical color
controls are
automatic for
fiddle-free tuning.

A full wood console, now less
than the table model above.

Step up to

AccuColore
pErformance
with brilliant
color pictures

$528"
Compact AccuColor
Ti'. GLENDALE
Model GQ-599
23' dl•Boo•I p.clo••

console has powerful
New Vista" chassis for
outstanding performance
A FT and AccuTint for
fiddle-free tuning.

The ASHMEA0
Model GC)653
25• dodonel p•cts.o•

Compact Contemporary
console features the
AccuBrite picture tube—
RCA's best A FT.and
AccuTint for fiddle-free
tuning

=11•111M11111M

Here's beauty and style, and at
less than table model prices.

This is America's first choice, in
style, in cost and performance!

RCA AccuColor'
in charming
Colonial, at a
value price

Full to the floor, available
in Spanish style also.
Cabinet beauty
to match
AccuColor" quality

ONLY!

496"

'43888

$54888

AccuLoior for vivid color,

Colonial cabinet features

dependable performance,
Ti.. CAYUGA
GQ 563. New VIMAR chAssis
20 Oh•gonal pNture

accurate automatic tuning
at a price that's easy •
to live with Come see
this beautiful RCA
consolette soon

or

Ti'. ABINGTON
Model GQ-62 7
23' des'onel P." Io••

an Styling

and famed AccuColor
performance. A.F.T. ani:
AccuTint for fiddle-free
tuning.

re. GLOUCESTER
Model GQ 657
75• diegormI
tur•

the big • screen AccuBote
picture tube -RCA's
finest. Superb AccuColore
performance with A.F.T.
and AccuTint for

fiddle -free tuning.

This is but a sample, of the prices now in effect throughout our store. As always your dollar goes further at
Word-Elkins, yet, you still get the same service, the same friendly smile. The only
thing we have reduced are the 'rices.
MURRAY,
KY.
Ph. 753-1705

itilDANDE Lit I II
/34

MURRAY,
KY.
Ph. 753-1713

-
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Soviet submarine threat increases

ballistic missile submarines on
permanent station off the East
Coast of the United States,
ing to the latest Penaccord
Soviet
The
ON
WASHINGT
intelligence estimates
tagon
least
at
g
navy is now keepin
This means that the Russians
Yankee-class
four of its

By L.EDGAR PRINA
Copley News Service

carries 16 of thern
Comparable to the U. S.
Navy's early Polaris missiles,
the Soviet rockets have a range

could launch from under the
sea a minimum of 64 hydrogentipped nuclear rockets at
American military targets or
cities east of the Mississippi
River. Each of the submarmes

of between 1,300
nautical miles.

day Evening *
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tues
CH 4
CH 3
6 10 Drummer
wSiL._
Boy
.
o 00so ModNe s
6
7.00 Bing Crosby
Squad
1)00 Special
7 30 Movie
TEA
Welby 900
9:30 Carol show
9 00 Marcus
News
10:00 News
10 00
10 30 Cavell
10:30 Tonight

CH 6
CH 5
YVPSD
WLAC
6:00 News
6:30 Campbell
6:30 lronside
7.30
_
_..._ Hawaii
Liu carol 8. Julie 7.30 Serge
1:30 Funny Side
1:30 Cannon
1:30 WoodsWaters 1:30 Dragnet
10:00 NewS
10:00 News
t
10:30 Movie
.10.30 Tonigh

CH 8
WSIX
6:30 Mod Sq
7.30 Movie
9:00 Welby, M.13
10:00 TakesThiet
11:00 News
11:30 Covert

CH. 12
6:30 Dr. Locke
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
11.30 Doris Day
9:00 My 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Griffin

and

1,500

CH 29
WDXR
Movie
6:00
7:27 News
7:30 Theater .,,5,
9:36 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Creel. Feat
10:30 Movie
o-

y *
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesda

9:45 Devotional
5:45 Sun. Sens.
6.10 McCoys
l
Movie
7:00 Today
I:15 Break. Show 10:00
6 DO mor Show 5:45 Journa
700 Bozo
11:50 Sewing
9:00 Dinah
News
00
6
News
/:00
7 00 Today
r
Rompe
6.30
AM
9:30 Concent.
12:00 Gourmet
0 30 N'Ville
4.00 Kangaroo
9 00 Dinah
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
12:30 3 Match
7:55 Kitc.
Lucy
4:00
9 30 Concen
ies
9:30 Hillbill
Kangaroo
1:00 Movie
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
10 00 Sale.Cen. 1:041 Tell-Truth
Game
Mov
1000
dy
News
11:00 Jeopar
11:00
10:00 Fam. Affair 2:51
)0 30 Squares
1030 That Girl
3:00 Movie Game
11:30 W-WW
17 00 jeopardy 9:30 T or C
-Life
Love
10:10
hed
Bewitc
11:00
McHale
11:55 News
1111:00 Fam. Affair
11:00 Where Heart 3:30 Box
11 30 WWW
11:30 Barbara
4:00
12:00 News
10:30 Love of Life
11.25 News
1 2•00 Noon
Sewing
Pastor
Is
11:45
Bozo
Heart
12:15
4:00
11:00
Search
Itill Our Lives
12:00 My Children 11:30
12:30 Romp.
Pic. 5:00 Gary
11:31- Search
12:00 Farm
1T70 Doctors
-Deal
Make
12:10
Con
ar
Calend
12:55
5:30 Monsters
12:00 Singing
12:05 News
2:00 An. World
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Lives
5:30 Stan Gunn
Weather
32:00
12:20
2:34 Promise
Dating
1:30
Bill Dance
1 30 Doctors
11:25 News
12:30 World Turns 5:30 Football
3:00 Somerset
Hosp.
Gen.
2:00
Turns
World
2.00
12:30 World
Many 5:30
1:00 Love
3:30 Virginian
One Life
2:30
e
Is
News
Promis
2.30
Love
5:57
1:110
Light
130 Guiding
5:00 Mayberry
3:00 Password
Guiding Light 3.00 Somerset
6:00 Movie
i:013 Sec. Storm
5:25 Wea..Spts, 1:30
popeye
Am.
3,30
Love
3:30
Storm
7:27 News
2:00 Secret
2:30 Edge-Night
5:30 News
4:00 Jeannie
7:30 Theater 29
2:311 Secret Storm 4:30 Gilligan
Lassie
3:00
6:00 News
Acres
Green
4:30
Night 4:30 Dan Boone
9:35 Weather
_E ck)* of
_
t__X
4:00 Virginian
4:30 Dragnet
News
5:00
Music
9:40 News
ry'e 6:30
5:30 News
EW '"mer
'
Griffith
7:00 Adam 12
6:30 Nash_Music 6:00
10:00 Creat Feat
3:31 Gilligan
News
6:00
Make-Deal
6:30
7:30 movie
12
7:130 Adam
10:30 Movie
6.30 Rollin'
7:00 Bewitched
9:00 Night Galley 4:" Movie
7:30
AAyst
12:00 Sports
5:25 News
700 Burnett 1-'
Father
7:30 Ed's
10 00 News
Movie
News
t
6:00
Burnet
C.
800
Fam
Smith
4:00
10 10 tonight
9:00 NightGallery
6:30 Jubilee-VTR
WIG. 1:00 Med. Center
8:30 Shirley
10:00 News
7:00 Burnett
9:00 Mannis
9:00 Man-City
10:30 Tonight
0:00 Medical Cent
10:00 News
10:00 1alt011. Thief
99:00 ',tennis
iv. JV ,•vt, • sr , 4
11:00
,--)
News
111:00
12:00 News
11:30 Cavett
•
.
10:30 Movie
I.

have
The RUS518115, however,
new naval
a
testing
been
the code
ballistic missile, given
North
name Sawfly by the

Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) which, it is believed,
at least 2,000
has a range of
is
This
miles.
nautical
of
somewhat below the range
A-3 and its sucthe Polaris
can
cessor, the Poseidon, which
miles.
more
or
2,500
'Ty"
time, it was
At the same
learned that the Soviet navy
of 39 Yankees
now has a total
or
either in commission
and
launched. At least 23
already in
probably 24 are
service.
a large submarine-

6 10 LaLanne
9 00 The Hour
,0:00 Am. RM.
)0:30 That Girl
,1:00 Bewitched
i 7:30 Password
)2:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
I - 00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2.00 Gen.
2 30 One Life
3 00 Love Am.
3 10 Matinee
5 00 Space
6 - 00 News
6• 30 Sports
700 Bewitched
7:30 Ed Father
Fam.
COO Smdt
II: 30 Shirley
9.00 Man a City
10•00 News
10'30 Cavell

I

1

-

PEANUTS
WOODSTOCK RESVRFACE5 OUR
ICE UN A WET TEA-flA6:
aisN,

MOST ICE ARENAS NAVE

A RESURFAC0a16 MACHINE..

--.
44....

0.

_

wit

Polaris-type ships by 1973,
instead of 1974, his previous
estuna te.
He may even have to revise
his new estimate when he goes

building capacity today and
undenied reports of a program
it is
to expand yard facilities, that
clear to many observers
ke
the Soviets intend to overta of
number
in
States
United
the
ballistic missile submarines of

before Congress with his fiscal
year 1973 posture statement in
the next 100 days.
To keep four Yankee-class
submarines on permanent
station probably requires a
dozen such ships. This is
because of travel time, training

PAGE EL

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST & FOUND

or
WILL DO house painting, interi
LOST: WHITE Pointer, female or exterior, professional ex- •
bird dog. Wearing collar with perience. Fully equipped to do
.
Jackie Newberry's name. $100.00
any job. Guaranteed satisfaction
Reward. Phone Earl Steele, 753- 404237.
D15C
D15C
5082
ng,
BULLDOZER WORK, trucki
requirements and overhaul and COW HAS strayed up to our
and
also bank gravel, fill dirt
it by
maintenance.
or ,1'•
house. Owner may claim
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8589
U. S. strategists believe the
and
ad
this
of
price
TFC
the
paying
after 6:00 p.m.
1
354-816
Soviet missile submarine fleet
753-4657
identifying the cow. Call
is aimed at knocking out,
D16C
additions, ,•
after 4p.m.
FOR ALL your home
among other things, Strategic
remodeling, etc. 1
tions,
altera
r
I
bombe
SAC)
Air Command
Estimates. Phone 753bases.
LOST: SCHNAUZER dog, male, Free
TFC
The short warning time coloring, salt and pepper gray. 8123.
which would be available to Answers to name of Konig
&
SAC concerning the launching (Kernig I. Phone 753-7931.
ELECTRIC
DIX HARRY'S
of a nuclear rocket from a
Maintenance. No job is too small.
submerged submarine would
provide the Soviet with the best
means to destroy portions of
the B-52 force on the ground
Soviet intercontinental

and will do so
the Polaris type
within the next two years.
41 fleet
The U.S. Navy has

ballistic missile submarines
and has not built any new ones
in more than five years.
It is, however, well into a
program to convert 31 of these
on,
ships to carry the Poseid
which may be armed with up to

110$
rates.
Reasonable
Sycamore, phone 753January11NC
2967.

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY; logs-and SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back .
ballistic missiles ( ICBMs) standing timber. Also have for
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753-;
would be used for other targets. Jule lumber and sawdust.
TFC
5933.
The Soviet Savrfly missile is
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
and
is
Polar
than
larger
TFC BACICHOE OR dozer services.
Phone 7534147.
is believed,
Poseidon and, it
will carry a larger and more
powerful warhead, probably in
the one-megaton ( 1 million tons
of TNT equivalent( range.

WANT TO BUY good used
clarinet. Phone 753-8509. D14NC

ads.
10 separate warhe

Last March, &ring his anposture
military
nual
Congress.,.
statement to
Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

1[4

Corn
Ster
horn

Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
TFC -

753-0807.

&
CARROLL'S PLUMBING
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
J12C
489-2295.
EXPERT TYPIST desires full
time or temporary wotk. ALIO.
shorthand,'60 words per minute.
Also filing, office machines, type
words per minute. Experienced. Phone 753-2420. D16C

75

Laird talked about the growing Eli:4ni1:0a. I
Soviet ballistic missile subOM: III NIO
marine fleet and said:
come
"The most capabl
ponent of this fleet is the
Yankee class which, like the
for
U. S. Polaris, has 16 tubes
launching missiles. There are
now at least 17 such subs
of
operational - capable
es I
launching at least 272 missil
Yankee- (
- another 15 or more
in
class submarines are
and
various stages of assembly

AUTOS

FOR

SALE

1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
green, air conditioner and mag
wheels. 7,000 miles Phone 753(1)45 after 4:00 p.m
D20C
1964 DODGE DART convertible,
6 cylinder, excellent condition.
D14C
$500.00. Phone 436-2261.

fitting out."
That was a total of 32. Laird
that
pointed out, in addition,

BLONDIE

-Nil

IF YOu GET REAL
GOoq nu.TRY 10

5-14113 IS
FUN-

,GET YOU INTO (Jr/
SEWING CiRCLE

la-

TI-4.AT LOOKS
INTERESTiNG
--LET ME
TRY IT

NOW GO OVER
AND UNDER

fl

the Soviets had a "current"
production rate of seven or
eight ballistic missile submarines a year.
have
This rate appears to
been stepped up, because some

-

months later the defense
secretary told reporters the

OKAY
•

the
Russians could overtake
United States in completed

s

(10.. •

got a great right hand, hut it's his left that's loaded inth
US. Savings Bonds. Joe says they make fine Christmas gifts- --and when
heavyweight champ speaks, you'd better li•-ten.

Joe Frazirr's

7.

44.

dbe
5FL''''7•1 it

-

THE PHANTOM

it

I AM THE KING OF
PHEENIX-- THIS
IS MY DAUGHTER,
PRINCESS
DESIREE,
THE WORL
MOST
BEAUTIFUL
WOMAN.

YOU ARE THE HERO
WHO WILL WIN MY
HAND AND FULFILL.
PtlEC
THE
I AM?
--ER -- WHAT
PROPHECY?

.r

The most expensive sedan
in the world has disc brakes,
an overhead cam engine
and independent
rear suspension.

BEATLE BAILEY

So does this car.
An economysedan.
The
Datsun 510.

NANCY
5..C1M EON E
K N OCK ED
DOWN MY
SNOWMAN

I

La' ABNER

DON'T WORRY-I'LL REPLACE
IT

BZZ - BZZ
BZZ

ICE
CREAM
PARLOR

HOLD IT, 1.11STAH TOOTH
DEMON -Wt- 1110T A
TOOTH To PUT UNDER
YORE PIii_ow.r!

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
CZ:La_
criço-

T'

12111 Stmt..

* Open Evenings Ti! 8:00 *

Phone /53 7114

CHRISTM
Shapemake
Phone 753-

Sausage

TRIA

BER 14, 071
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THE WANT ADS wA Y

•

"ERED

753C-a119116SHOP

ling, interior
!ssional ex- 7
lipped to do
satisfacUon.
D15C

•
••

•

R, trucking,
fill dirt and
xi 354-8569 or I
TFC;

4041 ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Truck Load Sale
Thursday, Friday,

TRIANGLE INN

- TRIC
2
&
is too small.•
tes.
11081
3January 11NC

December 16, 17 8 18
We received a double shipment on Electrophonic
Component Part Stereos so we are offering to you all
Stereos at Greatly Reduced Prices, whether it's a car or
home or Component part.
One of Our Specials-Feature This .

aning, back ,j
x Camp, 753TFC
ter services.
nable. Phone'
TFC,
IMBING &
water. Phone;
J1204

111

desires full'
r work.
s per minute.
achines, type
ninute. Ex3-2420. D16C

THE JUPITER

TG4194 :51 9-. HD

coupe, dark
ler and mag
Phone 753-

with Bonus

D20C
convertible,
nt condition.
161.
D14C

I7

- ILID

TWO APARTMENTS, furnished
for four boys or four girls. Water
Available
imfurnished.
mediately. Phone 753-0741. DISC

HELP WANTED
WANTED BABYSITTER for one
child beginning January 4. 11:30
to 4:30. Must furnish own transportation. Phone 753-5977 after
DC
4:30p.m.

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
* OPEN EACH NIGHT III CHRISTMAS *

'.

I

CHRISTMAS' WHY not a ELEXTROLUX SALES & SerShapemakers Gift Certificate. vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
BREAKFAST ANYTIME
Phone 753-2962.
D3ONC Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far5 a.m. to 11 p.m.
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
WHY COOK?
TRIANGLE INN
PROFESSIONAL SANTA Claus
Sausage - 2 eggs, jelly. $.59
for parties, or stores. Will visit
children on Christmas Eve. FREE ESTIMATE on septic
TRIANGLE INN
tank
Phone 753-6503.
ITC installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
753 495 ,

PLANNED
PROMOTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
This position offers a
career opportunity through
planned advancement to
azanagejnent levels and
higher earnings
Applicants should have some
college training or a high
school diploma
with
business experience.
Applicants must have good
driving record.
We offer a good starting
salary, pins liberal employee benefits.
For an interN lea appointment, call or write to:
MR.C. P. WILLIAMS

C.I.T. FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Southside Shopping'
Ctr. 753-6702
An Equal Opportunit

Employer

7 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY

* BIRDS
* FISH
* AKC REGISTERED PUPPIES
and Other Animals
COMPLETE LINE OF

PET SUPPLIES

114

TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer at University Heights
Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color
television, electric heat, deposit
and references required. Phone
753-5191 days or 753-7358 after
5:00p.m.
TFC

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number duting the hours
listed

CALL 753-1862 or 753-9457
Open Mon. through Sat 12-8 p.m
Sundays 2-5 -p.m.
'UVWTUUl'RV

vzinrirvirsrinnar

Food to go Hot and quIcAl
from our cafeteria line or
our
cooked to order from
kitchen.

TRIANGLE INN
7531953

Are you looking for a
Gift for a Teenager
4fiat is really "Cool"?
Visit The

gailerR
Open Sunday Afternoons
Till Christmas
%
We Push Vegetable Plates
89 cents
(Here or go i
(3
• veg.)

TRIANGLE INN

SHARE MY HOME

#
1
•
TURNIP GREENS
HOG JOWL
$.75
Each Wednesday

TRIANGLE INN
15.1 4953

WELL KEPT carpets show the
results of regular Blue Lustre
spot cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
Store.
DISC
HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95,
Simmons beds with springs.
Twin size, $6.00. Bunk beds,'
$14.88. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks, 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction
Kentucky 117 and Kentucky
164.
DISC

Douglas Shoemaker

IN THE COUNTRY
Want good natured,
honest people
Reascmable Rates
Call

Mrs. Connie Lampe
436-2173

LIVING
furniture r
ROOM
dinette, stove, refrigerator, new.
box springs and mattress, andt
other items. Sale will be Dec. 16,:.,
13 19-19Crill 9to S p.m.405 vin1
Call 753-7505.
DISC'

Saturday, December 18th. 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
former home of the late Mr. E.S. Dinguid, 001 West Main
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Charlotte Kirk Vrr.!:.
-3dIr.L.:.:...."==31..:,
Katherine Diuguid Kirk's estate, will offer for sale, to settle
the estate, the antique furnishings, some used pryor to and
since the completion of the beautiful home in 1895 which
included bedroom suite, wash stand, and dresser, marble
top, secretary, a desk Dr. Taylor (a member of the family)
used, gateleg table, (6 leg), small tables, book case, three
sections, some books, hall tree, love seat matching chairs,
rocker, all real nice) solid wood, six real large picture
frames, some small, outstanding mirrors, wicker chair and
clock
Following unusual as to quality and quantity, real old
sterling silver flatware, tray, platter and cruits and wine
cups, painted china,set and odd pieces, real nice, three piece
carving set, pewter, brass and many decorative items.
Miscellaneous: Two TVs, end tables, chests, one cedar,
trunk,clock and boxes of bric brac and desirable items.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Living room,-kitchen, bathroom
with shower arri bath. One or two
....;e0...r...g-tinttnerman Apartments, South 16th Street, phone
753-6609.
D14C

Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

3-8-Track Tapes
3-Record Albums
1 -Pair Stereo Headphones

j

FOR RENT

If You
Miss Your Paper
Call ...

Dust Cover Included

641 PET SHOP

COUCH, 2 chairs Spanish type,/
white French provincial bedroom
suit, harvest gold refrigerator, 2f
end lamps. Excellent condition..f
753-6324.
D20C

From Now Till Christmas
(Sale Shirts Are Not Included)

Folks, it pays to shop where you can get Quality,
Price and Service.

rors.fl.

BONANZA BOOK sale, hundreds
to choose from. All subjects, art,
history, music, cookbooks, etc.
Wallace Book Store, 1413 Olive
Blvd.
D20C

WALLACE BOOK STORE

3-PC RADIO/PHONO/TAPE COMPACT
FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio. 200 Watts I.P.P.
BUILT-IN 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER
Deluxe Professional Type GARRARD
Record Changer with Diamond Stylus,
45 RPM spindle. F ET circuitry. Slide Comm!:
8 speaker AIR SUSPENSION "duocone"
audio system in 2 enclosures with
Horn diffusers and pedestals

anattaaatutatta
NOW OPEN!!

WILLYS 4 wheel drive pickup
truck, 1952 model, 6 forward :
speeds, fair condition. In daily ;
use. $490.00. Call 436-5414. D20C

Purchased at

25 DIFFERENT MODELS OF COMPONENT STEREOS!!!

1

7534953

Imprinted on any Shirt

Only $ 17995

SALE

RECORD SALE,
MRLE
large selection,
country western, pop artists, and I
classics. Wallace Book Store,'
1413 Olive Blvd.
D20C

One Name or Set of Numbers

11
Speaker
Dirnens
W

SALE

ESTATE AUCTION SALE

FREE TO ALL
Serving Homemade lee Cream at

Saturday

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

WEDNESDAY

rue additions,
deling, etc. 1
wie 753TFC

te

j
Call
753-19i6•
•
•
(1•400•110 •04000••••• •••••••••• 0000*

In Charge of Sale
For information dial Murray, Kentucky, 753-3375.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

kmvxvx.rgx-ri.x.vmvx.vmv="w
MONTGOMERY WARDS

EXTRA NICE one bad
- room
furnished apartment, it block
from college. Couples only. No M
pets. Electric heat and air con,ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 7534478.
D15C

.
40 IN
AVOCADO Electric
Range, used 10 months, like new.
Call 753-5898 after 3:30 p.m. DISC
B
anAND
radio, sf
am
am15plifier and
inch Mag wheel covers. Call 753, 4686 after 5 p.m.
D16C

SALE AGENCY
g
u xmci, Items . In Store TOlit%
T b 25%!
Ordered Before I
364 M`'

REDUCED

30' x 50' BUILDING with air
Christmas!
compressor and auto hoist. W Dec. 20, Here In Time
Located at 4th and Pine. Extra
large lot. Phone 753-3018.
D15C 1969 TRIUMPH TlOOR
PHILCO 16" portable color
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex motorcycle. Good condition, television with stand, one year
modified. $450.00. Phone 753old. AM-FM stereo, two years
with air conditioning, electric
7770.
D14C old. Girl's 26" Schwinn bicycle.
heat, ceramic tile bath with
Maytag automatic washer. Old
shower.$100.00 per month. Phone
The Lynnville Shoe Store has'hand crank victrola cabinet,
753-6931.
DISC done it again. They are overRoyal office typewriter. Twin
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall stocked with ladies boots. They size box springs and mattress. All
to wall carpet with central heat have the latest suede granny in excellent condition. Phone 437D14C
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone boots in navy, brown and black. 4169.
They also have the latest stretchi
753-7850.
TFC boots. They have the latest

for

OFFICE HELP; receptionist ROOM WITH
holiday boot in gold and silver
private entrance,
clerk and general office work. within
and
the little girl's granny boot in
walking distance of
Send written resume to P.O. Box University.
Phone 753-1387. D17C any color. Lynnville Shoe Store
32-A, Murray,Kentucky. DISC
Sam Perry owner. Open five days
NOW AVAILABLE-new fur. per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday
MALE HELP wanted, day shift, nished apartment, near campus 8:30tW 5:00,Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
10:00 till 5:00 p.m. Apply in Phone 753-1817 after 5:00p.m.
6:00.
D21C
person to Long John Silver's, D14C
1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'w60'
South 12th Street from 2:00 till
5:00p.m.
D15C TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- mobile home, lived in 1% years
ment, partly furnished. Call 753- Excellent condition. Phone 753TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience 7787 after 5:00 p.m. $120.00 per 7484 after 4:30 p.m.
D15NC
not necessary) To train for local month.
DIOC
MARX ELECTRIC dune buggy,
and over-the -road hauling. Can
earn up to $5.16 per hour after SMALL FURNISHED apartment rechargeable, like new. $15.00.
short training. For application, for girls. Located at 1814 Main St. Good iron bedstead, $3.00. Phone
DISC
call 606-299-6912 from 9 A.M. to'7 Phone 753-3106.
DISC 753-6145.
P.M. or write NATION WIDE
THE IDEAL Christmas present,
SEMI DIVISION, 171 New Circle EXTRA NICE, two bedroom miniature brown
AKC registered
40h7.tt**most
Road,-N.E., Leztrigtoa,-XtrhAllie mobile honte-liv..--Poodles. One male, one female.
Phone
around.
locations
beautiful
40505,
D15C
Will be available for Christmas.
D20C
753-5109.
Phone 753-9263.
D20C
IN MEMORY
AN OHIO oil company offers
opportunity for high income plus
In memory of my dear son,
regular cash bonuses, convention
trips and abundant fringe Leon Coursey, who was called
home Dec. 11, 1968.
benefits to mature man in
Murray area. Regardless of You left us three years ago to
be with God in your Heavenly
experience, air mail D.K. Read,
Home.
Pres., American lubricants Co.,
Box 696, Dayton,Ohio 45401. D16P He needed you more than your
loved ones did. So He called you
home to be with Him.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE He neded another bright star in
the heavens and He knew you
SMALL FARM: good location:
would shine the brightest of all.
business or future investment.
One mile
Murray,
ap- I know some day soon I will
East
proximately 10 acres pasture. follow you Home
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. So please leave a place for me
Cozy older
7 room house, beside you
modern. For appointment call There are so many trials and
troubles and sorrows today it
436-2173.
TFC
makes me wonder how long it will
be till God will call me Home to
2 BEDROOM frame house, be
with you in your Heavenly
electric heat, newly carpeted
throughout. 1 car garage.
So sadly missed by his
Located at 1405 Vine If in- mother,
DISC
terested, call 753-5898
V adie Coursey
1TP

Home Made lee Cream
$.20 & $.30
Gallon $2.99

Christmas
Trees
Flocked
and

Regular
Trees
CALL . .
753-6350
ORDER NOW!!

Glindel Reaves
Mile on Lynn
Grove Highway

1969
AVOCADO
Kenmore
washer, like new. $125.00. Phone
753-9456.
DISC

CLEANINGEST
CARPET
cleaner you ever used, so easy
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent new
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER; electric shampooer
$1. Western
skill saw; reel to reel tape deck; Auto,
Home of "The Wishing
fold up roll-a-way ping pang Well".
DISC
table; electric dog clippers
Phone 704783.
NEW GIRL'S roadmaster
bicycle. Phone 492-8569.
DIM
LADLE'S GRAPE wool coat, size
DON'T MERELY brighten
10, worn twice, % price. 1505
carpets...Blue Lustre them.. no
Glendale Road,phone 753rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer
3512.
DiSC
$1. Murray Home & Auto
Store.
' DIX
1
753 4953

LPs
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center

ZENITH TV, stereo, phonograph,
AM-FM combination. Phone 7537796.
D16P
SHAKESPEARE BOW and
equipment,45 pound pull. Phone
435-4993 after 5:00p.m.
D16C

SEWING MACHINE, famous
make, original package, open,
but same as new. Original price
over $200.00. Will sacrifice $95.00.
Phone 753-6020 after 5:30 p.m.
DISC
POLAROID 360 electronic flash,
case. Cost reduced, $195.00. Will
sacrifice for $85.00. Phone 7531981 after 6:00p.m.
DNIP
CHRISTMAS
PUPPIES!
Miniature Schnauzers, champion
sired, reasonable terms. Also
Saint Bernard bathing and
grooming services. No poodles.
Melody-Ayre Kennels, 901-2473345, Route 2, Buchanan, Tennessee
D201'

/
1
2

TRIANGLE INN

'1.00 OFF on ALL

ONE CHEST of drawers and one
dresser, matching pieces, $15.00
each. Old style Buffet, Top 8a
Bottom pieces. Call 436=39.
D16NC

A GOOD buy....give it a try. Blue
lustre America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K.
DISC
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids Wallis Drugs. DISC

Aluminum
Plates
2 3 1 16X35"
.009 Thick

These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
nd snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

•
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Nixon . . .

Youths Killed

Former Vietnam Pilot Kills
Wife, Four Children, Self

TUESDAY DECEMBER 14, 1971

World News In Brief ...

Mrs. Maggie Orr
Passes Away
Here On Monday

S.
(Continued
Page
from
1(
I Continued from Page 1
By United Press International area where two North VietnaSaturday, December 11, having
The comniunique's reference the world is entitled to know been born in 1957.
DACCA-Mukto Baluni rebels mese divisions were thought to
to -revaluation of some other that. The most unsettling thing Alan Wayne, a student at
and Indian forces maneuvered have holed up.
ROSSITER
By
very
JR.
l'hey
AL
were
•
one
a
said
currencies" apparently referred is not fixed rates or floating Faxon Elementary School, obSATELLITE BEACH, Fla. friendly and a very close today for a last blow against
to an increase in the price of rates, but uncertainty. We served his tenth birthday on
the East Pakistan capital at TEL AVIV-The English lan(UPI) -The police dispatcher family."
strong currencies but none were should try to solve this matter
March 18, having been born in got the call just before dawn.
Mrs. Maggie Orr succumbed
Dacca. Defiant defenders of the guage newspaper Jerusalem
Injury
the
Motive?
as
named. Nothing in the statesoon as we can ... if we 1961. city announced that they will Post predicted today that a new Monday about seven p.m. at the
time
the
in
his
noted
He
family
log
had
at
moved
Thy
here
ment indicated whether the can."
Survivors are their parents,
a.m.
about two months ago from battle to the last man among Middle East War probably will Convalescent Division of the
value of the franc would be The money talks Will resume Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dunn, three 5;59
"Send someone out here," the Texas where Cowden had the town's crumbling buildings. begin in two weeks. The paper Murray -Calloway County
in another form later this week
increased.
brothers, Barry Dunn, Morris
Advance spearheads of the claimed that the atmosphere in Hospital. She was 84 years of
At the U.S. Treasury in when the finance ministers of Reid Dunn, and Tracy Neal caller said Monday. "There's undergone treatment at Brooks Indian
troops Monday thrust to Cairo right now is comparable age.
Base
Force
Hospital
Air
at
San
Washington, a spokesman con- the Free World's 10 richest Dunn, grandparents, Mr. and been a shooting."
within six miles of the city's to what it was just before the
The deceased was the wife of
fessed, "I do not know what it nations -known as the Group Mrs. Albert Ahart, and great As the dispatcher jotted down Antonio for a back injury
center. Military officials said 1967 war.
Clayton
Orr who died in 1963. She
in
suffered
a
helicopter
crash
in
of
Ten
-meet in Washington.
I the announcement) means. If
grandmother, Mrs. Fannie Scott, the address, he heard the crack Vietnam. A decorated rescue all areas of Dacca had been
February 22, 1887, in
born
was
they agreed to work toward The monetary crisis involves all of Dexter Route One.
of a gunshot over the line, then
BELFAST, Northern Ireland Calloway County and her parents
brought within Indian artillery
devaluation, it sounds the same US. efforts to narrow the Funeral services for young a thud as the telephone pilot, Cowden had been retired
-A Masonic hall, a hotel and a were the late William Kelly and
with 100 per cent disability range.
to me as actual devaluation.. exchange gap between the Whited will be held Thursday at apparently fell to the floor.
customs post near the border Milliscent Smith Kelly.
of
because
injury.
the
Nixon headed back to Wash- dollar and foreign currencies. eleven a.m. at the chapel of the Three minutes later, police
SAIGON - Military sources between Northern Ireland and
Survivors are one daughter,
The injury was the only
ington in his "Spirit of '76" jet The United States has.been Max Churchill Funeral Home rushed into the home and found
said today that over 5,000 the Irish Republic were bombed Mrs. Pearl Paschall of Hazel
police
motive
could
establish
exchange
after the final session with willing to reduce the
with Sister Marilyn Williams and the body of retired Air Force
Cambodian soldiers merged Monday night. Meantime, Bri- Route One; four sons, Odell Orr
Pompidou.
value of the dollar by raising Rev. William McKinney of- Maj. Bert E. Cowden, 42, clad for the tragedy at the Cowden with
a 6,000-man South Vietna- tain demanded that the Irish of Murray Route Four, Richard
Nixon and Pompidou did not the dollar price of gold, but it ficiating. Burial will be in the in pajamas, lying on his back home.
mese force driving toward Republic take strong steps Orr of Lexington, A. C. Orr of
family
friend
A
said
Cowden
has
insisted
also
that
its
mention currency realignment
A
Temple Hill Cemetery with the on the kitchen floor.
under constant medication eastern Cambodia's big Chup against gunmen whom the Smithsville, Va., and Milburn
directly in a brief meeting with trading partners increase the arrangements by the
telephone was clutched in his was
Max
could stay up only three or rubber plantation. This is the British say were probably Orr of Murray Route Seven; one
and
reporters after their final value of their currencies.
Churchill Funeral Home where hand. A pistol lay near his feet. four hours a day before the
responsible for the recent brother, Gat Kelly of Detroit,
session, although Nixon said The crisis entered its latest friends may call.
Cowden was dead of a bullet
murder of a Protestant legisla- Mich.; thirteen grandchildren
pain
drove
him
back
to bed.
they -made significant progress stage Aug. 15 when Nixon
He celebrated his 17th birthday wound in the right temple.
tor and other violence.
eighteen great graqdchildren.
-He had been suffering
in the problem of the interna- allowed the dollar to float in just last Wednesday, December
Neighbors Stunned
Funeral arrangements are
excruciating
pain,"
Ostrander
international
trade
in
an
effort
tional monetary situation."
In the bedrooms of the white
8.
ANGRA
DO
incomplete,
but friends may call
HEROISMO,
said
to
force the currency realignAnother major session is
Robert Mason Thomas, local Azores-President Nixon was at the Miller Funeral Home of
Whited is survived by his stucco house were Cowden's
ment
improve
-and
the
U.S.
scheduled this weekend in
land developer, is a patient at St. scheduled to take off for home Hazel.
mother,
Geraldine wife, Dora, 33, and their
Mrs.
Washington of finance ministers trade deficit.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville, this morning after concluding
Blankenship, stepfather, Willaim children, Duke, 12, Buck, 11,
Nixon's
War Concern
of the 10 big non - communist
Tenn., where he underwent open his two-days of summit talks
Blankerrship, three half sisters, Caroline, 10, and Camille, 5, all
Connally said that while the
trading nations.
heart surgery on Monday, with French President Georges
Wanda, Elaine, and Peggy shot once, apparently while
States
United
is
to
willing
Nixon and Pompidou agreed
December 6.
Blankenship, and one half sleeping.
Pompidou. As the conversations
negotiations,
continue
there
is
a
the
to sponsor jointly efforts with
physical
Thomas of Murray Route ended, all signs indicated that
brother, William Blankenship, "Based on
line
"it
will
not
...
the
cross
line
evidence
ontinued from Page 11
at the scene, we've
other nations to permit a wider
Jr., all of Murray Route Three;
Murray State University Three has offices in the South the U.S. was ready for a
fluctuation of currency rates, of going beyond what we think one sister, Mrs. C. J. Thomas of concluded there were five students who present
Shopping
Center
Side
on
South
showdown on the international while the hot sudsy water ,is
an ID card
legitimate U.S. interests."
giving more play to the market are
Blairsville, Ga.;- grandfather, homicides and one suicide," validated for the .falls 197.1 12th Street. His address is monetary crisis.
financial. strain (IntranetThe
[
filtered thcatigh two
forces of supply awl taraasid• '7
henry Cecil of Bluefield, West said Police Lt. Brarvian
r. admitted Robert' Mason Thomas, Room
Ox -w.r
ro ly.....,--rzvrig4dou
meetreheated and reused.
der.
determining the relative values
Virginia;
step
,Thomas
384,
St.
Hospital,
Nashgrandmother,
without charge to the Morehead
ings and momentarily pushed
The
of money.
Cowdens'
neighbors
in
and Eastern State University ville, Tenn 36203
offstage the President's planned Mrs. Eula Kilgore of Murray
You can ride through if you
the oceanside community comRonald L. Ziegler, White
Route Three.
basketball games scheduled for
trips to Peking and Moscow.
want to, or get out and watch. Be
House press secretary, and his
The funeral for young Causey prised largely of families from January 15 and 17 at Murray
sure your windows are closed and
French counterpart, Danis Bau- Those journeys have been will be held Thursday at a time to nearby Patrick Air Force Base
State, officials announced today. GOVT BUYS CORN
be sure your car is in neutral.
doin, read the joint communique billed as the major reason for be announced later at the chapel were stunned.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The Federal State Market News
Despite the fact that classes
Nixon's desire to
consult
in English and French to news"It came as a total shock,"
of
the
government
Max
Churchill
has
bought
Funeral
1.4
Service Dec. 14, 1971
_will not be in session on these
Really something to just look
men in the sundrenched court- Pompidou and other allied Home. Burial will be in the Hicks
dates,students in the area will be million bushels of corn from Kentucky Purchase Area Hog at.
leaders in an unprecedented
yard of an 18th Century buildable to attend these games at no Midwest markets in the first of Market Report includes 9 buying
series of summit sessions this Cemetery with the arrangements
ing where Nixon and Pompidou
by the Max Churchill Funeral
its open-ended series of pur- stations
charge.
month
and
in
early
January.
met Monday and today.
Home where friends may call.
chases designed to rescue Receipts- Act. 1329 Est. 800
We just found out that a
January
The
Nixon
emphasized
8
also
game
with
to
Neither spokesman would go
He celebrated his 17th birthday
farmers from a depression
package mailed to Paris, Tenbeyond the language of the Pompidou his concern over the on April 29 having been born also Story Hour will be held at the Louisiana College will require caused by their record crop and Barrows and Gilts steady Sows nessee from Murray goes to
steady
Calloway Public Library on admission for all persons, but the recent dock strikes.
communique in describing the "bloodletting" in the Indo- in the year 1954.
Paducah, then to McKenzie,
Pakistani War, and urged his
students with ID cards will be
agreement.
Wednesday,
December
15.
The
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
Monday's purchase was made
Tennessee then to Paris, TenThe communique said of the support for United Nations and Mrs.0. T. Causey, one sister, preschool hour will be from ten to charged a reduced student rate. from open markets in Illinois, US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 20.75-21.25
nessee This is a total of 148
US
1-2
action
identification
200-230
to
The
lbs.
cards
call
must
a
21.25-21.50
halt
to
the
Nixon - Pompidou agreement:
Karen, and two brothers, Jimmy eleven a.m., and the school age be properly validated for the fall Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska. US 2-4 200-240 lbs. 30.50-20.75
miles and Paris, Tennessee is
fighting
"In cooperation with other naand Jerry Causey, all of Murray hour will be from three to four semester to make the student The prices ranged from $1.12 to US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 20.00-20.50
only 22 miles south of us.
Nixoe's Warm Wecome
p.m.
tions concerned, they agreed to
$1.30 a bushel, described as
Route Four; grandmothers, Mrs.
work toward a prompt realign-) Nixon told Pompidou he was Ella Mathis of 509 Elm Street, Christmas movies and stories eligible for these special rates at market prices. Agriculture US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 19.50-20.00
What is odd is that the trucx at
all
three
home
worried
games
that
Sows
scheduled
the
conflict
!,
on
the
will be features of the Story Hour.
ment of exchange rates through
Paducah goes through Murray,
Secretary
Murray,
Mrs.
Lucy
and
Causey
Earl
of
L.
Butz
anduring
semester
break.
US
subcontinent
1-2
270450
should
spread
lbs. 15.00-16.00
and
All children are invited to the
a devaluation of the dollar and
and through Paris to get to
Dover, Tenn.
Registration for the spring nounced the purchase program US 1-3 300-650 lbs. 14.50-15.00
revaluation of some other cur- possibly involve the World The deaths of the Calloway story hours at the regular time
McKenzie, from , where the
as
soon
as
he
was
confirmed
by US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 14.00-14.50
semester
not
does
begin
until
Powers.
rencies."
package is returned to Paris.
the Senate last week.
youths brings to a total of nine this week,
January 17.
Boars
While
there
11.50-13.00
has
been
little
Mere was no announcement )
killed on highways in Calloway
whether the franc would be one time for sightseeing, Nixon did County this year. Other local PAGE SHERLOCK HOLMES
stop
his
motorcade
to
shake
of the currencies to be increased
persons have died as the result of MENLO PARK, Calif. (UPI)
in value. France has been re- hands with smiling Azoreans road accidents but not in -Patrolman Bradley Jones had
who
the
lined
cobbled
narrow
sisting an increase in value belittle trouble in solving the theft
Calloway County.
cause it would make Frenth . streets as he rode by. They The other five persons who at Head's Market. He just
friendly
been
warm
lhave
and
goods less competitive
and have taken the summit have been killed or died from followed a trail of peanut
ternational markets.
injuries in accidents were Mrs. shells.
-This realignment could in meeting in stride.
Grace M. Dedmon of New Con- Jones traced the shells about
their view under present cir- On the social side, Nixon and cord, Jerry Lawrence Rust of'two blocks where they ended at a
Pompidou were guests of honor
by
Murray Route Five, William J. door.
cumstances be neeninPlishen
broadening permissible margins at a sumptuous banquet Mon- Douglas of Paducah, Murray The officer knocked and an 18
evening
day
hosted
Porby
of fluctation around the newly
Little Miss -year-old answered. The youth
tuguese
Minister State student,
Prime
established exchange rates."
Patricia
Mullins
of
Murray,
and denied any knowledge of the
gourmet
Caetano.
Marcell°
The
Pompidou also agreed that feast
was topped off with a 71_ James Castle
McDougal of theft. However, he could not
France and its na
explain where he got about 25
Murray Route Five.
rine" in the
European Common Market year-old port wine
pounds of peanuts and a large
Redness and watering of eves
LIONS PARTY
should open talks with the Unit-glue sniffing
The Murray Lions Club will stock of popcorn.
ed States to improve trade relahold
its
annual
Christmas
party
tions, the communique said.
Red,r aw nostrils
•at Paris Landing tonight at 6:30 SAN ANTONIO, Tex.-Mrs.
-sniffing coca*
The last of the three Nixon- Wom
p.m. Members are reminded to Ruth Bobbit telling of her
Pompidou sessions lasted an
( Continued from Page 1)
bring their gifts for patients at daughter Sandra's affliction
Running nose
hour, 35 minutes longer than
-- heroin, morphine, codeini
"Fruitcake". As each member Western State Hospital.
scheduled.
with "Odin's Disease," which
The two presidents then step- sang out a line of the recipe, she
requires her to consciously
ped into the garden behind the dumped the ingredient in a large
make an effort to breathe.
Now You Know
junta geral or general assembly pan. In went eggs (shells and By United Press International
"The doctors say this disease
- Proluse perspiration and hods odor
building where they had con- all ), a touch of rum !preten- The first federal income tax is very rare. Only 30 people in
- amphetamines
Constant licking of lips
ferred - mounted a red-covered tiously sampled by donor !• lemon was put into effect in 1862 to the world have it. They don't
to
keep
them
moist
rind
) still covering the whole raise money
dais and spoke to a large group
resulting in chapped raw lips
for the prosecution know what causes it or how to
of newsmen waiting for them in lemon), and various other of the Civil War.
cure it."
-amphetamines
similarly added ingredients. The
warm sunshine.
Nixon and Pompidou moved number drew a great deal of
up their final session 30 laughter and applause from the
Long sloeve garments worn constantly
minutes to 5 a.m. EST for one audience. Platters containing
to hide needle "tracks"
last, tough bargaining session small pieces of wrapped fruit-heroin or methechrine
on delicate dollar and trade cake were passed throughout the
barrier problems still dividing crowd following this perthe two countries.
formance.
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. universities to the state council
Nixon was to take off from Portions of the chorus and the ( UPI(--The listing of members on Public Higher Education for
Lajes Air Base aboard his entire chorus entertained the of the Kentucky General further study. The council two
jetliner "Spirit of '76" at 9:10 audience with fifteen selections Assembly does not show that weeks ago approved the record
Tremor of hands
Drastic loss of weight
- amphetamines
a.m. EST with his cabinet-level of Christmas music including Gov. Wendell H. Ford is in the budget without change. The
-heroin, opium
entourage.
"Rudolph, the Red Nosed legislature, but his wishes today askings of the six universities and
Nixon to Florida?
Reindeer", "Christmas Song", dominated the action of the two colleges are $100 million
White House Press Secretary "Silver Bells", "Echo Carol", legislators.
more than they received for the
Ronald Ziegler said Nixon "Susani", "Three Kings", and Ford, completing his first week pad two years' operation.
planned
to fly
back
Holly and the Ivy".
to
Ford also asked that legislators
as Governor, rammed through
Washington. However there was In closing Mrr..C.-.;1.;
- .
histietfgat requests for
Na chosen slate of leadership for'
These are a tew ot the signs that
a possibility he might head for the hopes of the chorus were the legislature Monday and money to reorganize state
may indor ate that a young perm Hi
his winter resort home in Key expressed in the one remaining moved today to acquaint the government.
cooki ix* abusing drugs or using
Biscayne, Fla.
number, "Let There Be Peace". General Assembly with the
Sunglai,ses worn al
Parr otit s While these symptoms are
Rep. Norbert L. Blume of
inappropriate limes and places
not proOf ot drug abuse(most
Nixon and Pompidou extend- Guests retired to the upstairs of financial problems he is facing. Louisville was elected speaker of
hiding dilated pupils-LSO
could occur for several other reasons
ed their talks to near six hours the club house following the As the 1972 General Assembly the House of Representatives as
they should serve to alert parents
Monday while their diplomatic program where refreshments wrapped up its pre-legislative expected. Rep. W. Terry Mcand trierras that a problem may VNISl
and financial advisers held were served from a beautifully conference at Kentucky Dam Brayer of Greenup announced
It you're not sure, talk with
separate sessions. After, Treas- appointed table overlaid with a Village State Park here today, earlier Monday he was pulling
waiffamily physician. It you suspect,
ury Secretary John B. Connally white linen cloth. Situated at one reports from state finance out of the race because of
ask your child point blank, "Art*
told newsmen time was running end of the serving table was a commissioner Donald Bradshaw "outside pressures."
you taking drugs"
Staggering,
disoriented
out in the money rift with silver punch bowl on a silver tray and state revenue commissioner
McBrayer insinuated those
It's a sad thing to have to ask
-barbiturates
rimmed in clusters of poinsettias John M Ross were scheduled. pressures came from state
Frante.
Someone you love. but saying
"If we cannot resolve it in a and holly. Floating in the punch Ford's possessive powerful Democratic chairman .1 R.
"Goodbye" is even sadder still
reasonable time. then I think we was an ice ring filled and topped Influence on the legislature, Miller, a close Ford adviser
ought to agree that we cannot with an arrangement of assorted which is dominated in both
With a real duck tucker tinder
agree," he said.
fresh fruits
houses by his fellow Democarats, his arm, McBrayer walked
Connally Impatient
A centerpiece of poinsettias (72-fl in the house and 27-11 in the through the lobby of the
advertising contributed
lodge
Connally said there has been contained in a silver bowl was senate), was in marked contrast Monday afternoon. The
dead
-. for the public good by
some "give" on the part of the flanked by the tall silver can- to a statement Monday night in duck was presented to McBrayer
French and "considerkble pro- delabra filled with artificial his address to the legislature.
by one of his house colleagues,
gress" in terms of laying their green leaves and red berries
"We must have an assembly Rep. Gross C. Lindsay, Dcards on the table in meetings Miniature cakes, candies, and which controls its internal af- Henderson.
with French Finance Minister cookies were served from cut fairs," Ford told the legislators. The other leadership positions
glass and silver trays.
Valery Girard D'Estaing.
went according to the Ford slate
But, eXthibiting impatience The Alpha and Zeta Depart- In the speech, the new Billy R. Paxton, Central City,
with the recent world financial ments were in charge of Governor also announced he was was elected speaker Protein,
limbo, Connally said "it there decorations, and the Delta returning the $329 million ,h4rff Swinford, Cynthiana,
budgets of the state elmitand Majority
Is no resolution possible, then Department hosted the event.
floor leader.
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